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Coyotes Win Western Regionals!
ASI Lobby
Legislation in
Sacramento

By John D. Halcon

Sports Editor
The old cliche, "I can see the
li'ght at the end of the tunnel,"
maybe the only feeling Cal Stale
San Bernardino mens' basketball
earn is experiencing.
A team, which has been com
pared to the 1998-99 squad several
imes, may now separate itself
jtim the past and make its own
me for the future.
" Both squads were coached by
irry Reynolds, and they are the
jly teams to make the Elite Eight,
awever, the 1998-99 team never
Jdvanced past the quarter finals loshg to Florida Southern,
b But its this year's squad that
nay have the best chance to make
rtrip to its first appearance in the
Tinal Four, and quite possibly, be.^me the National Champions.
[ Their current resume irrcludes
I near-unblemished 26-1 regular^ason mark, a third consecutive
California Collegiate Athletic Asiiion title, a school record 28
F — and counting ^ along
captured Western
ilfcatonal ut\e ranks this team
best to play for Cal
^ate ^rnwUbtedino .school his-

By Rody Rodriguez

Staff Writer
Photo by John D. Halcon
The Final Countdown: The
scoreboard sainrday nighi before the
final second clicked and the Coyotes
officially won the Western Regionals

Photo by John D. Halcon
Cut the Net: All CCAA Mens' Basketball Coach of the year Larry Reynolds gives a
thumbs up to the crowd after cutting the off the net from the hoop, an NCAA
Tradition for Tournament winners. The Coyotes travel to the Elite Eight in Indiana
to face the North Central Regional champions on March 20.

only admire the colors of Colombia
blue and black after seeing the
scoreboard in favor of the Coy

E

To refer back to the cliche,
unior Bobby Hurries explains that
^ feels good [to win the regional
iftle]," but [he admits that] there's
much more to pursue ahead."
Sure, the Coyotes have been
seeing the light since the start of the
^son, but each day, each week,
and each game, that light has be
come a bigger and brighter glare for
the entire Covote basketball team.

by John J. Eddy

The Look: Bobby Burries gives Cal.
State Bakersfield player a look of
confidence after sinking a freethrow in
the final seconds of the Coyotes semi
final win friday evening.
"We're gonna play each game
one by one," said James Taylor.
"We have our goals — we have a
mission."
Opponents that haven't heard
of San Bernardino will soon hear
of this magnificent crew, and for
those who have heard and faced
this Covote team: well, tl

Inside this week's issue...
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT on page 9
Body, Soul and Spirit, Ellen
Stahiheber exhibit opens at
Fullerton Museum...

otes.
Just ask llumbodk Slate head
coach Tom Wood, who grabbed
the tournament's No.2 seed before
watching his team be beaten by a
margin of 15 points in the Cham
pionship contest.
"San Bernardino didn't let us
play," said Wood, whose worst
loss of the season before facing the
Coyotes was a spread of 14 points
against Central Washington.
"They've been the No.l team for
many weeks, and they proved that
during this tournament."
To add to that near-perfect re

sume is coach Reynolds' fourth
20-win season within his fiye years
Then adtf on^
of that the Coyote.s hosted its i'ir.sl
basketball regional tournament in
school history, make the expecta
tions of next year's team just a little
bit more challenging to live up to.
The attendance for the Coyotes
semifinal matchup against Cal State
Bakersfield amounted for 3,996 and
the championship portion contributed
3,492 fans for a grand total of 7,488.
Make no mistake, the Coyotes
are a team to be reckoned amongst
the nation's best teams — year in and
year out — and the fans, well, they'11
tell you it's the best team they've seen
to step on court.

Associated Student Inc. has beguii
a letter writing campaign - between
now and May - aimed at asking
legislators to protect the California
State University's budgetfrom being
cut.
.
In all 23 CSU campuses, A.S.I,
members have banded together to try
and rally students in sending letters
- already drafted by A.S.I. - to
legislators in Sacramento. Last
quarter, A.S.I. sent out over 1,300
letters to the governor's office. They
hope that through the letter writing
campaign - with student's help - they
will be able to address the growing
tbei
itVersities Svithout having to
increase fees to ail CSU students.
Over the past weekend, A.S.I,
members journeyed to Sacramento
to speak with legislators regarding
CSU's future budget. They met with
Senate Majority Leader Jim Brutle,
Assemblymen Bill Leonard,
Assemblywomen Gloria Negrete
McLeod, and Assemblymen John
Longville.

"ASI Continue
on page 16

Negotiations Quell Possible
Faculty
Strike
On page 3

•The complete
updated Tentative
Faculi) Contract
agreed on
March 2

s t u d e n t
enrollment.
Executive Editor
Faculty's
The dispute between California concern about
State University faculty and the increase in
administration ended this past their workload,
Saturday morning after an extended and the hiring
pnoto courtesy of CEA.org
period of negotiations that lasted of part-time
CFA members credit the constant pressure of protesting
faculty not
through the night.
Chancellor Reed's appearances throughout the slate as one of
"We are really happy. We got responsible for
the deciding factors that led to the compromise on a tentative
almost everything we wanted," said s t u d e n t contract agreement.
Tom Meisenhelder, president of San s e r v i c e s ,
tenure-track faculty ratio to improve
Bernardino's California Faculty prompted new measures to ensure
the quality of instruction and
future growth of tenure-track
Association.
The agreement reached by positions. The agreement will remain education for students. CSU
officials of both parties and passed active until June 2004 upon approval Chancellor Charles Reed saw the
agreement as a major breakthrough.
by the CPA Chapter Presidents and by the faculty members in a CSU"We are very pleased to have
board members earlier this week wide vote over the next two weeks.
In the official statement, the CSU reached an agreement that is
included a 2% salary increase for the
mutually acceptable, and which
current year and an additional 2% and CFA agreed that the educational
increase active July 1. The deal quality of the university depended continues to provide competitive
included efforts to curb future on the quality of resources provided
increases in faculty workload that have to faculty. They agreed to lower the
expanded with the tidal wave of new student/faculty ratio and student/
By John J. Eddy

MULTI-CULTURAL

on page 7

St Paddy's day preview. The
history, the misconceptions, the
booze. Did somebody say
hospitality crawl???

THE SCENE

on page 5
The Ladies of Kappa Delta
host the successful
Shamrock Event,
animai'Style...

-Contract
Continue on page 16
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It's Just Me, and My Shadow...
By Jesse Henderson

Stajf Writer
Two attention-grabbing notions
exposed recently, the shadow
government in place since 9/11 and
the D.O.D. Office of Strategic
Influence's propaganda plan, are
feeding this curious reporter's fire.
Atout 75 to 150 civil servants
were found on March 1 to be living
at two secret locations. In the six
months that have passed, round the
clock personnel have been staffing
two underground bunkers to ensure
a continuity of government in lieu
of a nuclear attack on Washington.
On Feb. 18, a whistleblower at
the Pentagon leaked information to
the New York Times regarding a*
Pentagon plan, established after 9/
11, to distribute disinformation along
with information to foreign news
presses.
The funneling of untruths and
truths "goes from the blackest of
black programs to the whitest of
white," said the unnamed senior
Pentagon official who leaked the
plan.
Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld disavows the plan; "The
Pentagon
is
not
issuing
disinformation to the foreign press
or any other press. We make a
practice of assuring that what we tell
the public is accurate and correct."
New York Times columnist
Maureen Dowd criticized the
prospect of such an office in an
opinion piece a day after the newsbreaking story appeared Feb. 18. "If
the Bush inner circle had a higher
regard for journalism, and for the
role of truth in public affairs, it
would understand how repellent it
is for the American government to
hide the truth, delay the facts or
peddle phony stories to news

United States Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld

organizations overseas."
The French newspaper LeMonde
stated that, "The recent revelations
of the New York Times have to cause
worry for the defenders of the
freedom of the press."
A little more than a week after
the disinformation story surfaced.
Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld
announced that the Office of
Strategic Influence had been
disbanded. "The office has been
clearly so damaged by editorial
comments and cartoons, it is pretty
clear to me that it could not function
effectively."
When President Bush was asked
if he had told Mr. Rumsfield to scrap
the office, he replied, "I didn't even
need to tell him this. He knows how
I feel about this."
Helen Thomas from Hearst
newspapers wrote to commend the
anonymous Pentagon official:
"Here's to news leakers. They often

save the country from gross
mistakes. In the latest example,- a
whistle-blower stopped government
officials from acting a secret scheme
to spread disinformation abroad. It
was a stupid idea that would have
boomeranged and discredited the
nation."
'The office is done. What do you
want, blood?" asked Mr. Rumsfeld
on the state of the matter.
The Office of Strategic Influence
was not the only action taken after
the Sept. 11 attack; there is also the
subject of a shadow government. A
little over week ago President Bush
and other top government officials
acknowledged the existence of this
government that lies underground.
The President stated that "I have
an obligation as the president, my
administration has an obligation to
the American people, to put
measures in place that should
somebody be successful in attacking

Washington, D.C., there's an
ongoing government."
The plan for a shadow
government was first drawn up
during
the
Eisenhower
administration; the plan remained
inactive until a few hours after the
Sept. 11 attacks.
The staffs of the shadow
government have been rotated at
a. ninety-day intervals. The group of
^ civil servants told their families
I that they were "on a business
3 trip"; some officials didn't see
their families for up to three
^ months.
Critics are pointing to some
^ disturbing issues regarding the
shadow government, such as its
democraticness.
^ Maureen Dowd's editorial
last week illustrated a BushJ Cheney fantasy scenario, "In
the bunker, the Bush-Cheney
dream of ruling without
justifying their actions is
beautifully
realized.
The
administration-in-waiting features
only an executive branch."
Rob Morse of the San
Francisco Chronicle asked "if we
can spare all those officials to sit
in a bunker playing Monopoly
and talking about the sanctity of
marriage and abstinence (you
bet), why do we need them in the
first place?"

Staff Writer

While your
classmates
are making
entry-level
salaries, you can ^
be making
l
a difference.

Career Expo.
Wed.- April 3rd
Coussoulis Arena
1PIVI-5;30PIVI

Redefine your world in the Peace Corps.
Visitwww.peacecorps.gov or call

1-800-424-8580 for other nationwide events.

As American ground forces battle
Al-Qaeda and Taliban holdouts in
the fiercest fighting of the Afghan
War, much of the rest of the country
lies in ruins. It is easy to forget that
Afghanistan was until recently a land
of exotic caravans, historical
treasures, colorful towns and
villages.
"It was a place out of Arabian
Nights," said Dr. Marvin N. Saines,
a consulting hydrogeologist and
engineer who spent much of the '70s
working on a dam project in this
remote and mysterious central-Asian
nation. In His recent lecture, "Lost
Afghanistan", Saines recalled
Afghanistan as a "wonderful place,
exotic and peaceful, before a 20-year
war and Taliban misrule destroyed
the country." Through slides and
anecdotes, Saines recounted
traveling through hidden mountain
villages where people were directly
descended from the conquering army
of Alexander the Great in 300 BC—
"like little Greek villages in the high
Hindu Kush mountains where the
people didn't even practice Islam.
There were still remnants of the
ancient Hellenistic culture."
Saines described his encounters
with Hazara tribesmen, descendants
of Genghis Khan's Mongol rule in
the 13"' century. He vividly
remembered the passing Kuchi

Courtesy of: San Bernardino
County Registrar of Voters

Governor
Dem.-Gray Davis
Rep.-Bill Simon
Ind.-Reinhold Gulke
Green-Peter Miguel Camejo
Lib.-Gary David Copeland
Nat.-Iris Adam

Lieutenant Governor
Dem.-Cruz M. Bustamante
Rep.-Bruce McPherson
Ind.-Jim King
Green-Donna J. Warren
Lib.-Pat Wright
Nat.-Kalee Przybylak
Ref.-Paul Jerry Hannosh

Secretary of State
Dem.-Kevin Shelly
Rep.-Keith Olberg
Ind.-Edward C. Noonan
Green-Larry Shoup
Lib.-Gail K. Lightfoot;
Nai.-Louise Marie AlUson
Ref.-Valli Sharpe- Geisler

Controller
Dem.-Steve Westly
Rep.- Tom McClintock
Ind.-Ernest F. Vance
Green-Laura Wells
Nat.-J. Carlos Aguirre
Possible seal for Shadow Government

Afghanistans Lost Past
By Peter Tsai

Pi^liminary Primary
Election Results

nomads, whose caravans have
crossed the Afghan steppes since the
first millenium, when the ancient
Ghaznobi Empire of Central Asia
stretched from Persia to India. "You
would first hear the Kuchi's bells
approaching and then colorful
costumes, camels, dogs and
weapons," Saines said.
Among Saine's many other fond
recollections:
Khandahar,
Afghanistan's second biggest city
and the Taliban headquarters, was "a
quaint, beautiful little village. Now
4,300 Allied troops are stationed
there." Kabul, the capital, was " a
regular city with a thriving rug
industry, many antique shops and
trucks that were beautifully hand
painted." Women wore burkhas, or
traditional headdresses, "but it was
voluntary, not imposed as under the
Taliban." Mountain tribesmen
brought 19'^ century British Enfield
rifles obtained from Afghan
massacres of the Colonial British
army more than 150 years ago to the
open-air antique markets to sell.
Perhaps most lamentable of all,
according to Saines, has been the
destruction of Afghanistan's great
historical treasures by the fanatically
religious Taliban regime. They
dynamited the giant 9"' century
Buddha statues carved into the
mountainsides at Bamian and
destroyed ancient Greek artifacts in
the National Museum in Kabul. But
this, Saines says, is "all part of the
lost Afghanistan." •

Treasurer

Dem.-Phillip Angelides
Rep.-Greg Conlon
i
Ind.-Nathan E. Johnson
•I
Green-Jeanne-Marie
Rosenmeier
Lib.-Marian Smithison
Nat.-Sylvia Valentine

Attorney General
Dem.-Bill Lockyear
Rep.-Dick Ackerman
Ind.-Diane Beall Templin
Green-Glen Freeman-Mowrer:
Lib.-Ed Kuwatch

Insurance
Commissioner
Dem.-John Garamendi
Rep.-Stefan "Watchdog" Stitch
Ind.-Steven Klein
Green-David 1. Sheidlower
Lib.-Dale F. Ogden
Nat.-Raul CalderonJr.

Propositions
40 Clean Water, Air, and ParksPassed
41 Voter Modification Bond
Act of 2002- Failed
42 Transportation FundingPassed
43 Right to have your vote
counted-Passed
44 Insurance Fraud- Passed

45 Legislative term limits-^|
Passed
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j^lurder of the Media:

Updated Summary of the CFA/CSU
Administration Tentative Agreement

Are Joumalists Safe?

COMPENSATION-YEAR 1-01/02
*
2 percent general salary increase, effective April 1, 2002
*
2.65 percent Service Salary Increase for eligible faculty
members, effective June 30, 2002
*
On June 30, 2002, a 7 percent pay increase for department
chairs in academic year classifications
*
On June 30, 2002, salary increases for counselors that will
place them on the instructional faculty salary schedule
*
On June 30, 2002, health coverage for lecturers who are
newly eligible under AB 211 (health benefits expanded to include
Lecturers with a .4 [6 units] appointment.) and who have no other
coverage
COMPENSATION-YEAR 2-02/03
*
2 percent general salary increase, effective July 1, 2002—
guaranteed and not dependent on state or CSU budget
appropriation
2.65 percent Service Salary Increase for eligible faculty
members, effective June 30, 2003 and not charged against the
salary package
*
Health coverage for rest of lecturers newly eligible under
AB 211, effective June 30, 2003

By Desiree Jaques
Staff Writer

There are certain professions
. that one goes into knowing the
level of danger involved.
There are fire fighters who must
rush into burning buildings to save
lives, there are police officers that
must face dangerous criminals to
jprotect our communities, and there
are our service men and women
'ho must confront the world's
fladversaries, so that we may rest
Ifpeacefully under our precious
blanket of freedom.
Is it now time to add journalist
'to this list of vocations which put
one's life at risk? The answer is a
resounding yes. There are
^umalists who travel to the most
hostile regions of the world to seek
truth and improved us with
knowledge that we might not
iotherwise have. These men and
women will go to any length, and
pay any cost, to find a story, and
sometimes they pay with their
• jives.
The International Federation of
Journalists has recorded the deaths
• of over 700 journalists and media
^ personnel over the past ten years.
r The IFJ Website states that, "Many'
> Journalists are killed, injured or
i harassed in war zones...caught in
the crossfire...[or] victims of
.pemeditated
assault
and
mtimidation either by criminals,
iterrorists or by ag^cies'«^ tlie
sxaxe!'
•J
, This fact has become painfully
evident since the murder of Wall

COMPENSATION-YEAR 3-03/04
*
*
2004

Photo Courtesy of AP
• Chained: Was the tradgedy of Daniel Pearl, journalist for the Wall Street
Journal, a sign of things to come for media around the world?

Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl.
Pearl disappeared in Karachi, a city
in southern Pakistan on January 23,
when he believed he was going to
interview a prominent leader in
Pakistan's Islamic movement. No
more than four days later. The
National Movement for the
Restoration of Pakistani Sovereignty
sent an email claiming the capture
of the American journalist, complete
with pictures of him in chains with
a gun to his head.
In the group's second email, along
with demands fbr tha release of
Pakistani nationals being held by the
U.S. at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, they
specifically threaten to abduct more

Re-openers on compensation and workload
2.65 percent Service Salary Increase, effective June 30

MERIT PAY
*
FMI program terminated and all related language removed
from the contract
*
Effective beginning on July 1, 2003, if the total faculty
compensation increase is 3.5 percent or greater, a joint committee
shall determine specifics of a merit pay plan with the following
conditions:
*
25 percent of compensation settlement costs (excluding
costs of SSIs) shall be dedicated to merit pay in any year when the
trigger is met
*
Binding appeals of final awards to a committee composed
of faculty members
*
Pool of money set aside for appeals so that the total
amount of awards, including appeals, does not exceed the 25
percent of allocated funds

American journalists and made
veiled threats to other Americans as
well.
Although
the
Pakistani
government attempted to locate Mr.
Pearl and detain his captors, they
were unsuccessful. The State
Department praised Pakistan's effort
saying that Islamabad made "every
effort to locate and free Mr. Pearl."
However, word came on February
22 that Daniel Pearl had been
executed at the hands of his captors.
So, what is it that makes some

SSI EVALUATION
*
*
*

~meaia
continue on page 16

-

A t -

SSIs based on Personnel Action File (FARs eliminated)
Standard for award is satisfactory performance
Denial of SSIs will now be grievable

YEAR ROUND OPERATIONS

.

*
Beginning with summer 2004 at year-round campuses,
compensation and workload will be the same as other terms.
Other issues related to year-round operations will be
negotiated by the two parties between now and 2004

LECTURERS

Sell your textbooks to ecainpus.Goiii for easy money!
feiailimisj'MI

a

—m

H
«i

STEP1: Gotowww.ecampus.com.
Click on the Buybacks tab at the
top of the screen.

STEP 2: Enter the ISBN numbers
for the books you warn to sell.

STEPS: Print outthe FREE postage
label and mail us your books.
STEP 4: Sit back and wait for your
CHECK to come In the mallH!

*
Temporary faculty (excluding coaches) with six years of
service will receive three-year contracts with no up-front
evaluation
3-year appointments normally renewed every 3 years
except in instances of documented unsatisfactory performance or
serious conduct problems" or insufficient work
Lecturers will now have preference for courses they are
qualified to teach
"Dedicated" funding to departments to cover costs of
lecturer raises and to prevent experienced lecturers from becoming
"too expensive"

WORKLOAD
*
CSU will undertake at least 1,200 new tenure-track faculty
searches in 2002/03
*
Agreement to work jointly on ways to increase the marginal
cost formula for funding instruction
"
Agreement that lower Student/Faculty ratio and lower
Student/Tenure-Track Faculty Ratio improve the quality of instruction;
parties agree that by 2000/01 the Student/Tenure-Track Faculty Ratio
had grown to levels that raise "serious concerns"
Further negotiations of workload issues will take place during
contract re-opener sessions in 2003/04.

FAMILY-FRIENDLY WORKPLACE
*
Expanded definition of family (for bereavement and use of
sick leave)
*
Ability to "stop the tenure clock" for one year for those
taking a year leave of absence for pregnancy/birth or adoption of child
Paid parental leave increased from current 20 to 30 days,
while retaining option of using additional 10 days of sick leave
New parents have 60 days after birth/placement of child to
begin paid parental leave '

CONTRACT ENFORCEMENT
*
FERP

Agreement to reduce backlog of grievances

CSU administration dropped proposals for reduction in FERP
eligibility; agreed to the status quo of 5-year eligibility

Books and Stuff..Cheap,
Call toll free l.B77.ecampus

UNION LEAVE
*
CSU administration dropped proposals to reduce CFA leave
provisions and agreed to the status quo

PARKING FEES
*

Status quo contract language

&
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What are you doing for Spring Break?

Faculty Spotlight
Susan Finsen

By Teresiia Sosa
Staff Writer

h
i\l '
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Name: Misha Sigep
Major: Undecided
Year: Sophomore
going
to
get
"I'm
flabbergasted in Rosarito with
my frat bothers from Sigma
Phi Epsilon."

By Crystal Vickery
Staff Writer

Name: Vanessa McFarland/
Jorge Escalante
Major: Liberal Studies/ Art
Year: Sophomore / Freshman
"Go to San Felipe with
Sigma Chi to party and lay
out on the beach."

Name: Melissa Brock
Major: Sociology
Year: Senior
^0 camping on the beach
with friends inBata forfe'ur^
days."

Name: Courtney Jackson
Major: Communications/
Minor in Women's Studies
Year: Senior
"Work and camp out at a box
office to get tickets to see No
Doubt."

Name: Erik Hudson
Major: Economics
Year: Junior
"Go to San Francisco to visit
old friends."

Look for the Roving Reporter
campus.

The Coyote Chronicle would
like to wish you a fun and
safe Spring Break
Visit us at
http.Y/chronicle.csusb.edu

Your dream job — it
may seem pretty unattain
able at times. Most people
go to work each day to
earn enough money to pay
bills but secretly wish their
profession was something
else. Not the case for Dr.
Susan Finsen, a Philoso
phy teacher here at
CSUSB: she loves her job
and there is no secret about
it.
Dr. Finsen has been
photo courtesy of Dr. Fi>isen
teaching at CSUSB for al
Dr. Susan Finsen poses with her pi^ Arnie on her home
other animals like chickens,
most Ibyears and believes
sanciuarv.
goals, emus, donkeys aha
that this is the place she is
horses. She does not work for
supposed to be. "I love it
animal
shelters but she is on their re
here, I love teaching to a diversity thinking. "I wish people understood
ferral
lists.
The rescued animal is then
of students with so much richness more how relevant philosophy is. To
cared
for
and
placed in a safe home.
and I wouldn't trade it for anything." raise questions makes life have
One
of
the
reasons
Dr. Finsen is .such
Currently she teaches for three dif
meaning," Finsen says. "Knowing
a
gtxxl
teacher
is
that
she never slops
ferent departments (Philosophy, how to think opens many doors for
having fun. She wants students to get
Women's Studies, and Humanities) a person, and questioning the moral
but her specialization is environmen standards of our world allows us not excited about her cta.s.ses and want to
show them that the process of thinking
tal ethics or ethics of science.
to be simply a child of our time."
She puts her specialization inter
Many of her outside projects re will make a lasting change in their lives.
est to work as director for C.E.T.A
late to the subjects she teaches in_ "One of the great things about taking a
(Caiifomians for the Ethical
•Currerrtly Pf.(Finse Is trying philos^^y^^STt^h show you the
(ii?terence you can
meni (^f .'XnimaU) where s^ie leads a to find out how pe<"ip1c reason ahiVut
The last thing a philosophy cla:
double life. She is also known as the giving others, including animals,
should
be is boring. Take it from
moral consideration. "How do
"Pig Woman" for picking up stray
Finsen:
"Your education is an oppoi
barn animals and saving them from
people justify who's in and who's
nity,
not
just a career challenge. Don't
out? We ought to consider that ani
death and abuse.
wait
till
the
la.st minute to lake phikis
The most important thing she mals have a moral status, also."
phy.
gel
mvolved
and challenge yti
wants students to gain from her
Dr. Finsen has an animal sanctu
self
to
deeper
thinking."
classes is learning the process of ary at her house with many pigs and

Temporary Gym will Workout
includes recumbent bikes,
stairmasters, treadmills, weight
machines, free weights, and
miscellaneous equipment like
Have you noticed a change in the
resist-a-balls and calf stretchers.
weather? That's because it's almost
Along with the new exercise
spring lime, and with hotter weather
that means less clothes. For those of equipment, there are also three
you who never kept that new years TVs and a Muzak Musicsystem.
resolution— it's time to work out!
Photo hy Priscilla Thomps
Rick Craig, the Recreational
The great thing about that is CSUSB
Students pump it up.
has the just the place for you. The new Sports Coordinator on campus,
researched many fitness products built, it will be triple in size.
temporary Recreation Center behind
trying to pick the best for our new
The new gym hours are Muha
the library anticipates opening on
gym. " While there are many quality through Friday 6 a.m. to 10 p.ii
March 14.
products available, Saturday 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
The money to
in our opinion, as Sunday 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. Dui^
build the new gym
"I think it's a good way to
well as the feedback spring break the hours will chan
came from the fee
support the student body." we received from to Monday through Friday, noon]
referendunr that
6 p.m., givia
students,
passed last March. "Ronald McAdam
students a cha
we feel
Students voted to
to still work)
increase their tuition fees to improve that the equipment is top
Check out i
recreation and social services on of the line."
The new gym is easy to
new gym and
campus. The permanent gym will
sure to givel
spot from University
not be completed until 2005, but in
your comme
the meantime, the temporary gym Hall. If you stand next to
and suggesli^
the
Commons
and
look
will open to meet the needs of
toward
the
mountains,
about it. sh
students.
they have tS
you'll
see
the
big
offRonald McAdam, a Health
years until
white
structure
in
the
Science student, likes the idea of
permanent
distance.
The
3,000
putting up a temporary gym until
square
foot
tent
is
built
in place,
the new one is in place. He says." I
need
your ic
think it's a good way to support the to withstand the winds
Photo hy Priscilla Thompson
what you wp
in the area, and when
student body."
Ronald McAdam works on his
in it.
New equipment at the gym the permanent gym is
By Crystal Vickery
Staff Writer
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Shamrock Sales - Well Done^

Poetry Corner
"In the Minds of People"
FAMA Aina Adewale

By Susie Medina

The Scene Editor
The power of an "In-N-Out"
burger is unimaginable, as
demonstrated on March 6 as the
Kappa Delta sorority held their
Shamrock Fundraiser Event in front
flf the library. The event raised over
$4,000 just from the burger sales
1 There were over 500 tickets sold
It S5 apiece, from ticket booths
staffed by sorority members. The
tickets included either a hamburger
or cheeseburger, a bag of potato
Students wait eagerly for
chips, a fountain drink and a raffle
ticket for a drawing. The drawing
included various prizes, including extra hamburger patties and buns, so
no one walked away
S25
gift
hungry.
certificates for
Student Frank Mata
iB$h and Body
agreed that even though
Works, and a
we was well aware that
DVD player as
there was enough food
Ac grand prize.
to go around, "I forgot
He winner of
my wallet so I didn't
^ DVD player
have enough money to
^Jose Diaz.
buy anything, so I left"
"We started
However someone
OUT event at 11
who
was present at the
un. and it's not
event
was the CSUSB
even 1:00 and
radio
station, which
we've already
played
a variety of
sold over the 500
music,
bringing
in a
$I
dunks
(hamburger)
larger
crowd.
There
was
limit." shared
alsoadunk
tank,
which
by
12:30
had
Claudia Juarez, Kappa Delta Vice
only
dunked
Kappa
Delta
sisters
at
President of Public Relations, who
co-chaired the event with Simond a buck a throw.
Wedge. Luck\\y, iVic In-N-Oui
Burger trailer was prepared with J(X)

Retraction for "Lambda
Theta Phi- Dancing
Alone"
By Yazmin Alvarez

Staff Writer
In regards to the article printed
in
the March 4th issue of the
Coyote Chronicle. Lambda Theta
Phi, Dancing Alone, it was brought
10 my attention that the

The event had a steady presence

Photo by Susie Medina
their In-N-Out meal.

Compelled to 'modern' indehtUf^.R;^'^®?'^
service
tA dim future
It was just a dream
A big dream
Photo by Susie Medina
Shamrock masterminds Simone
Wedge and Claudia Juarez-

3 hour event, filling up the tables and
chairs set up on the lawn.
The money raised from the event
is to help Prevent Child Abuse, a
cause that In-N-Out burger also
advocates during the Easter Holiday.
The first 500 burgers were donated
for free by In-N-Out and Kappa
Dfl^^jprofiteclJn9 mpnev foi
them^lvc
the Winter quarter and begin the

of about 120 students throughout the

holiday break.

information printed was incorrect.
The information regarding the
double-booking caused by the
Events Center was provided by
Ezekial Bonillas, President of
Lambda Theta Phi. His information
was to my knowledge correct
information, however, I did not
double check with the Student Union
as I should have, to make sure it was
trustworthy printable information.
The true reason for the cancellation

of the event was due to Lambda
Theta Phi's inability to turn in their
request form for the facility on
time. They were also unable to
obtain the appropriate signatures
needed on the form, and without the
specific signatures, the Student
Union coordinator will not hold any
rooms for events.
I apologize for this misunderstanding
and miscommunication with the
Student Union.

Coyote Radio: Lendrng a Helpieg Hamid
I

By Dafina Dailey

Special to the Chronicle

Did you attend the event that
Kappa Delta threw in front of the
library on Wednesday, March 6th?
If you didn't, you missed out on
In-N- Out food, plenty of games,
a dunk tank, and great music .
There were at least two hundred
people who stopped by the event.
A member of the Kappa Delta
• fraternity told Cindy Viramontes,
the radio station's Promotions Di
rector, that the fraternity was im
pressed with Coyote Radio and the
station was number one on their
list.
This quarter, the radio station
helped the housing and residential
office with the music for a small
dance called "The Mardi Gras
Masquerade", which was held on
February 12th for the dormitory
residents.
Coyote Radio also helped with

the
music for Coyote Karaoke,
which was
held in the
Pub on Feb
ruary the
27th. The
radio station
is willing to
help any or
ganization
on campus
with music
for events.

To live in the minds of people.
It was just a dream
"Big" cousin cajne from overseas
Ajoke
Mother sick '
f
A big dream
Indentured servitude continued
Ahugejoke
It was still adre|m
To live in the mind of people.
4'
Mentioned by two frends ^
^ '."Ajoke
A big drejam '
A couple; wife and husband
•A huge joke
Then, it was a dream
To live m the minds of people.
Still a Joke
"Big" cousin was generous
To live in the minds of people.Enrollment in a typing class
In teenage yearsm
,
Flicker (flight shone on dream
Sneak-reading books fAd from
Still ajok^'^ i'' |i
'God knows where'
R , , vi.
;
Abigdream
Itwasjustadream
h
Ahugejoke
K ^ Ahuge joke
213 liveTn the minds of people.
A big dream
vTo live in the minds of people^,
decades
With only elementary educg^^"^
millemum

throwing many
events that would
increase the stu
dent activity on
campus. Harper
wants to co-spon
sor an event with a
sorority, but she
has bigger events
in mind that would
include celebrities.

Angelika wants
to host a Comedy
Alise
Photo by Steve Shelton
Pest and a musi«;_
C1o u ser,
Coyote Radio's Steve Hay and Cindy
show
called
S t a t i o n
Spring
Bling
Manager,
which
would
be
full
of
artists
who
says, "In order for this campus to in
would
perform
at
Cal
State
sometime
clude student activity, the organiza
tions on campus should lend each in the spring. Be on the lookout for
other a helping hand to help make some cool events that are going to be
sponsored by Coyoye Radio next quar
Cal Slate a better campus."
Angelika Harper is the going to ter, and come and support your school
be the Promotions Director for the and have fun while you're at it. We
will keep you posted.
last quarter of the year. She plans on

of prints-books-prints
""f

A%^''tA ^iVing in the minds of people

Ahugejoke

Movie Night Gaining Popularity
ASI's Marv Portillo agreed that this
is "a time when students are working
The Scene Editor
on projects and group assignments,
It was supposed to be one movie a and less publicity was done.
With that in mind, ASI has planned
month, but ASI has been pampering
ahead
by setting up flyers on the
the students. Just
tables for the next
at
Movie Night, which
8pm
was
a
will be next quarter,
showing of "Not
April 17"'. The movie
Another Teen
is "Ocean's Eleven," a
Movie" (NATM)
star-studded cast in a
in Event Center B
remake of an old movie.
and C.
Luna said that these
As usual, the
movies and others they
generous ASI had
have played "have been
pizza and sodas
chosen by the success
provided for all.
they have at the
Unlike the last
Students walk out satisfied
theaters." NATM was
Movie Night, this
from pizza and a movie.
number 1 for two weeks
time there was
and
Ocean's
Eleven for 3 weeks.
enough to go around. If you had
When
it
comes
to entertaining the
attended the last Movie Night, you
would've known that the pizza and student body, it looks like ASI has
done their homework. Not only have
sodas had run out.
Student Amanda Azar said, "Last they tracked the popularity of recent
time we came when they were movies, but have added the
playing Monsters Inc. and got the commodity. Now instead of the
last four slices of pizza. So this time usual rows of seats lined up behind
I ate before I came because I thought one another, there are round tables
placed around the room with chairs.
there would be no pizza."
This time the attendance of students This addition made it a lot more
was "about 100", reports ASI VP of convenient for students as they were
University Affairs Juan Luna. "Last able to sit more closely to their
time the attendance was about 200," friends and have a table to eat their
a record just behind "The Fast and pizza.
With the success of "The Fast and
the Furious" Movie Night.
Furious",
"Monsters Inc." and
The decrease in attendance was
"Training
Day",
it is obvious that
mainly because of the fact that ASI
ASI
has
more
in
store for students
didn't promote the event and
By Susie Medina

and faculty next quarter.

because the time in the quarter.
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Enviromental Expo at Cal State
Expects 10,000 people to attend
community
making
everyone
aware
of the
Staff Writer
EXPO. Everyone is invited
Cal State San Bernardino will hold to come out, the EXPO
its 16''' annua! Environmental EXPO offers a wide variety of
on April 27, between 9:00a.m. - activities for all ages.
3:00p.m. in the Coussoulis Arena.
Dr. Stoner describes the
This years theme is " Meeting the EXPO as "a social event
Challenge: Conserving Water and that says knowledge about
Photo courtesy of Darlene Stoner
Energy," and will be the biggest the e n V i r o n m e n t is An aerial shot of last years Expo with crowds of
people.
Southern California Enviromental important. It's a fun learning
event. The EXPO is a free fun filled experience for everyone and also would seize to exist with out the
educational
c e l e b r a t e s support of sponsors. Major
event for the
Earth Day."
sponsors for this event include such
w h o l e
"Its a fun learning experience
This year the corporations as CSUSB: Water
f a m i l y ,
EXPO will be Resources Institute, The Press
for everyone and it also cel
where they
host to more Enterprise, Toyota, KVRC, NEST
ebrates Earth Day."
can
learn
than
100 (Network for Environmental
- Darlene Stoner
about
the
e x h i b i t o r s Science Teaching), San Bernardino
environment
f
r
o
m
Valley Water Conservation District
and
its
t h r o u g h o u t and the Metropolitan Water District
natural resources. Exhibits at the Southern California. Honorary of Southern California to name a
EXPO consist of demonstrations, chair Christopher Nance NBC's few.
which teach hands-on about water own weatherman will give a speech
This years Environmental EXPO
resources, our mountains, our as well as present awards to winners promises to be an enjoyable event
deserts and urban surroundings.
of the multiple contests being held. for the entire community, with an
Dr. Darleen Stoner a professor of He will be accompanied by Paul expectance of 10,000 people in
Science Math & Technology here at Cash and his environmental magic attendance. Don't be left out, do
CSUSB, is the founding director show along with Gayle and your part in making this years
who brings it all together. Along with Company, a San Bernardino EXPO a success. Dr. Stoner is
a large number of staff personnel Mountain folk singing family. Food
looking for volunteers (students or
who assist with the promotion and booths will also be set up along the faculty) willing to help throughout
organization of the event. More than outside of the arena.
the day.
14, 000 flyers/posters have been
Many hours go into making this
For more information or to sign
posted or mailed, throughout the EXPO possible, and most likely up please call (909) 880-5681.
By Teresita Sosa
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Indian Student Organization - A
New Beginning
By Pooja Sahi and Hajira Rahim

Special to the Chronicle
The Indian Student Organization
(ISO) had its elections on February
1", 2002 and is brimming with
activity under its new leadership.
Ms. Humaira Rahim was
unanimously elected as the
President. She succeeded Kirti
Katiyar, who brought ISO to the
forefront with his dynamic
personality. ISO is an organization
that encourages students from all
backgrounds to interact and
exchange their thoughts and
opinions about different cultures and
to garner knowledge about the
Indian tradition.
ISO had a membership drive in the
student union courtyard last month.
The response was extremely heart
warming. It was a lovely sight to
see peoplefrom different partsof the
world dance to the beat of Indian
music. Gina,a Business major from
Europe said that she was interested
in learning about different cultures
and ISO proved to be medium for
her to do so. Angelica, a
communications major said that she
"joined ISO to make new friends
and learn more about Indian dance
and music." Bhrigu, a Computer
Science major from India said that
ISO was a perfect place for him to
"make new friends and participate
in cultural events and sports."
Currently ISO is gearing towards
two events: the Logo Contest and a

Photo courtesy of Hajira Rahim
ISO members for 2001-02

A
'Holi' celebration. The logo con
is sponsored by ASI and is open
all CSUSB students. It would bett
trademark of the organization ai
would be used on the ISO websit ®
T-shirts, flyers and all promotioi
items. It should reflect the richni i P'
and color that defines the IndiS
Culture. The winner will receiv^
$100 gift certificate to the Coyo
Bookstore. Entries maybe a print oi
or a sketch and should be turned i
to the Office of Student Leadershi
& Development (SLD). Onpopulai
demand the submission date
been extended to April S'*".
ThelSO is thankful to the SLDm
Associated Students Inc. for ^ ^
continued help and guidance in
its initiatives. Humaira, Presida
ISO said that she hopes to bfS |
together students from diffenii
ethnic backgrounds, promot ?
intellectual and cultural exchang ?
and invites more participation
. ^P
students, faculty and staffafCSUS .
Please address yom?Srameu4"^
suggestions
to
ISO
J;
iso_csusb@hotmail.com.
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ehind the Green
f St. Patrick's Day
By

Jonna St. John

Staff Writer
March 17"', as ail Irish
ricans know (or should know),
. Patrick's Day.
As a kid, St. Patrick's Day
meant wearing green all day to avoid
being pinched by classmates, and
gathering around the dinner table for
a traditional Irish meal of corned
beef and cabbage and, of course,
potatoes. However, why we
, celebrate St. Patrick's Day was never
questioned or mentioned. I guess
ea
we as a family never saw it as a
ote
itligious holiday because we are not
jCathoiic, we're just of Irish descent.
St. Patrick is the patron saint of
hijj
land. He was actually born in
ilati
j.Wales about 385AD and considered
himself a pagan until age 16. It
J, ^wasn't until he was sold into slavery
.that he began to focus on
cu
.Qiristianity, and after escaping from
a!
years of slavery, he studied in a.
jnonastery where he discovered his
iig
was to Christianize the
;n
of Ireland. He returned to
, and after two years was
^^ointed bishop to Ireland. He
^ntinued toconvcijj
^deaih on March
n. . Hence, St. Patrick's was
originally a Catholic holy day. In
Ireland, this religious feast day was
lebrated by the closure of
stitutions and businesses, but not
lUch elsp.
In L737, St. Patrick's Day
hed America, and ever since, the
Icbration has changed into more
a secular holiday. In fact, the very
t St. Patrick's Day parade was
held in New York City in 1762. After
j#iat, St. Patrick's Day has become
' less of a religious holiday and more
a day to celebrate the culture and

,i

strength ofthe Irish American. This
is not surprising when you consider
that nearly 16% of our country's
population is of Irish ancestry,
totaling an enormous 37.8 million
Americans. Compare this to only 3.6
million Irish living in Ireland!
So what's the deal with
shamrocks, green beer, and little men
dressed as shoemakers? Well, the
history of the shamrock is actually
quite long and complicated. (It was
actually forbidden to wear on one's
lapel during Queen Victoria's reign.)
However, its origin stems from St.
Patrick. He used a shamrock to
represent the Trinity, the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit to show that all three
could exist as one and also
separately. The shamrock has been
a badge of Irish loyalty and ancestry
ever since.
As for the Leprechaun, he is an
Irish fairy dressed in shoemaker's
clothes, a cocked hat, and, of course,
only about two feet tall. As legend
has it, if one catches this unfriendly
recluse, he can force him to tell
where he hid his pot of gold. — At
the end of the rainbow, of course!
Green beer is the consequence
of the "melting pot "of the U.S. The
;n isaerially consido^an
ulilucit^ colormtrmnd'b'ecause of
its connection to the old green flag
when Ireland was not free. The
custom of wearing green began in
the U.S., as did drinking beer on this
holiday, whether it be green or not.
Remember that St. Patrick's Day is
considered a holy day in Ireland.
Therefore, pubs were not open for
business.
However, Ireland jumped on the
bandwagon in recent years when the
Irish government changed the name
to St. Patrick's Festival and
expanded the holiday to five days.
This, of course, leads to many

Members of Campus Crusade have brought two cultural nights to Cat State with
Latino Culture Night next Thursday

CAMPUS CRUSADE
PRESENTS SOULFUL
AFRICAN AMERICAN
CULTURE NIGHT
money making opportunities
through tourism and public relations.
I asked some students and
faculty how they would" be
celebrating St. Patrick's Day, and
unfortunately they only wear green
on the 17"' if they remember. Cassie
Warta, a junior here at CSUSB, has
an Italian friend whose family
always has "green spaghetti." Talk
about a mixing of cultures.
Janae Allbee wears her "Kiss Me,
I'm Irish" button every St. Patrick's

JDay. Ron Placentia, a junior, almost
always has corned beef hash and
says he drinks green beer whenever
he gets the chance. Dr. Biune, an
English and Linguistics professor
here at CSUSB, is notably proud of
his Irish heritage. On St. Patrick's
Day, his family gets together and
enjoys a full blown Irish meal of
corned beef and cabbage in his Irish
decorated home.
As for me, my family always gets
together to appreciate our Irish
ancestry and enjoy the traditional
Irish meal of potatoes, corned beef,
and cabbage...No green beer
though.

Women's Resorce Center Hosts Non Prophet Poets

Top: Alaska holds flowers and a teddy
bear given to her for the performan^.
Left: Poet DeAngela signs current
issues of Digress, a local arts
magazine.
Photos by Teresa Raef

On Wednesday, the Women's
Resource Center's Tereza Cavazos
and Teressa Raef hosted an event
' featuring the Non-Prophet Poets.
Two DJs were present to spin
iits between performers and some

of the poets used the beats provided
during their performances for a little
added flavor.
The crowd of roughly 40 en
joyed a variety of performances that
included a Dr. Martin Luther King

speech put to a hip-hop beat, and a
battle of sorts where two poets
played off each other while a DJ
spun tunes.
Some of the poems were also
signed for the hearing impaired.

By Priscilla Thompson

Staff Writer

and at a certain time," said Hosea.
Hosea went on to speak about
how God wants us to accomplish
something in this time, and that there
is something that God has for us.
Hosea had an important message to
give,which is "this is the best time
ever in history to be saved." Linda
Roma, a freshman majoring in
Liberal Studies, said" I was moved
by the message that was given today.
I felt like I was in church and it was
all good."

"You are not here by accident,
but by divine purpose," says Pastor
Keith Hosea.
That was the message that guest
speaker Hosea from Metro City
Church administered at the African
American Culture event held last
week by the Campus Crusade for
Christ.
The African American Culture
ni^t was all about praise,
worship, dance, songs,
and poems. This night
was all about counting
your blessings, giving
thanks to the almighty
God, and appreciating
where you are today. "I
am so blessed to be an
African American male
today than I would be in
any other time, because I
didn't have to go through
the hardship that my
grandparents
went
through. The benefits of
Soloist Michael Booker (left) and and speaker
being a Christian today is
Keith Hosea were featured at African American
God destined me to be in
Culture Night
a day where there is
There is a reason why God
technology. Destined me to be in a
safe and secure place, unlike saved us and gave his life for us. We
Pakistan. Destined me to be in a are here not by accident, but by
place where there is education. There divine purpose. African American
has never been a better place to live Culture night was about how African
Americans celebrate life through
than now," said Hosea. MarkTalley,
a senior majoring in Business, said Christianity, songs, praise, and
"It was off the hook, I was really into prayer. Lets all, not only African
Americans, but people of all
it."
Hosea read ftom Acts 17:16-31, nationalities, think about the
which says, "He made from one message that pastor Keith Hosea had
blood every nation...determined to say. You are not here by accident
their appointed times and the but by divine purpose. Cindy Santos,
senior
majoring
in
boundaries of their habitation...I a
Communication,
said
"
I
was
only
know where I have come from. God
destined me to live in a certain place there briefly, but I got the message."
1689 W. Kendall
r>r. #K1
San Bernardino,
CA 92407
(909) 887-7644

Open Mon. - Sat.
11:00 A..IVI. - 9:00 PVIVl.
dosed Sunday

FINE TMAJ CI-nNESE FOOD
NO M.S.G. ADDEO
Daily Special - 11:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.
For S3.89
Menu Is available all day.
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The Relationship Between Substance Abuse and Ethnicity
By Jonna St. John

Staff Writer
With St. Patrick's Day just
around the comer, we tend to think
of the Irish.
Often, Irish people have been
called "dmnks" and are frequently
associated in books, movies, and TV
with "Pubs" and drinking excessive
amounts of alcohol. Well, is there
any concrete reasoning behind this
stereotype? Is there any relationship
between substance abuse and
ethnicity?
Unfortunately, there has been
little accessible research on the
drinking habits of Irish Americans.
They have been conveniently
lumped together with the rest of the
"Caucasian" folk. However, there
have been studies of substance abuse
with regard to 5 clustered ethnic
groups - White, African American,
Hispanic, Asian, and Native
Americans.
According
to
samhsa.gov, 53% of Native
Americans have used cigarettes or
alcohol in the past year, versus 31%
of the U.S. total population. 20%
used illicit drugs, versus 12% of
overall groups.
Also according to samhsa.gov,
53% of Asian/Pacific Islanders used
alcohol and 6.5% used illicit drugs.
Hispanics were logically and justly

broken into subgroups. After these
subgroups were defined, studies
showed that Mexicans and Puerto
Ricans have a higher chance of
using illicit drugs such as
marijuana or cocaine, and a higher
risk of heavy alcohol use and
dependency. Caribbeans, Central
Americans, and Cubans have a
much lower chance of substance
dependency. Nearly 13% of
Mexicans and Puerto Ricans have
used illegal drugs in the past year
compared to 7.6% among
Caribbeans, 5.7% of Central
Americans, and 8.2% among
Cubans. South Americans and
other Hispanics come close with
11% using illicit drugs in the past
year.
Another study done by the
U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Administration in 1997
found that 5.7% of Whites, 3.8%
of African Americans, and 6.3% of
Hispanics are considered to fit into
the category of heavy alcohol
users. Heavy alcohol use is
defined as five or more drinks on
the same occasion on each of five
or more days in the past 30 days.
Furthermore, according to
cjnetworks.com, "Jews and
Italians consistently have lower
incidences of alcoholism than do
Irish and American Indians."

Elaine Louie of the New York Times abuse is related to genetics. So that a larger resistance to drug treatmer
reported that there was a large increase leaves culture.
programs and that "counselor traininj
in the number of pubs when there was
According to samhsa.gov, and substance abuse intervention
an influx of Irish immigrants in 1994. understanding racial/ethnic patterns should be culturally appropriate."
Studies on gender
The results o
Heavy Alcohol Use by Age Group,Race Ethncity,
havfe also been done,
a study done by the
and Sex: 1985-1997
National Institute
and according to
of Drug Abuse
samhsa.gov, " in the
D«no(pr^>Nc
BharactM-istics 1988 199o| 1991 1992 199^1994 1995 1996 1997
(NIDA) showed
total
of
U.S.
To4aI
8.3% 6.3%| 6.8% 6.2% 6.7%||6.2% 5.5% 5.4% 5.4%
that people that had
population, males
|A8«9roup
a strong awarenea
have
a
higher
112-17
9.511 4.4i 6.0 3.4 3.411 2.5 2.8|i 2.9 3.1
of their history and
prevalence
than
[18-25
13.81114.9115.2: 15.1 14.q|| 13.2 12.0|| 12.9 11.1
and
traditions
females for substance
[26-34
11.^1 8.2|| 7.9 8.5 8.5y 8.0 7.911 7.1 7.5
participated
abuse." In 1997,8.9%
|>=35
5.21! 3.7|i 4.4: 3.9 5.011 4.6 3.9|| 3.8 4.0
cultural activities,
of males in the U.S.
[Race^hnictty
reduced the risko
were
considered
9.111 6.71! 7.21! 6.8 7.5 6.411 5.711 5.511 5.7]
heavy alcohol users
substance abusi
iBiBCk
3.5B 4.111 4.311 3.5 3.3 4.811 4.611 5.3U 3.8]
compared to only
tremendously. It
[hHspanic
7.111 5.911 6.811 6.3 6.0 7.311 6.3|i 7.211 6.31
2.1% of all females.
i m p or t a
[Other
-II -II 3.311 2.2 1.9 4.711 2.411 2.111 2.3]
e V e r y 0 n
There are 20,000
[Sm
i n cor porat
alcohol related deaths
[Male
113,8|l 10.811 10.8|( 10.1 11.9||10.3|| 9.4|| 13.8|| 8.9|
annually and 25,000
"ethnic
ait
[Female
I 3,211 2.111 3.1|j 2.7 1.911 2.511 2.011 1.9II 2.1|
c u 1 t u r
excess traffic deaths.
components* i
There are 15,000
NOTE: Heavy alcohol use is defined as drinking five or more drinks on the same
their everyday
homicides
and
occasion on ear^ of five or more days n the pa^ 30 days.
suicides related to
lives. It is a mean
of prevention for
alcohol, and the
annual cost of alcoholism IS of substance abuse is necessary in all ethnic groups.
approximately $31billion.
order to give proper and beneficial
We have an Alcoholics
There are two possible reasons prevention and treatment programs. Anonymous group here on campiis.
for the relationship between ethnicity In the March 2001 issue of Prison They hold open meetings every
and substance abuse. One is that there Journal, the relationship between Wednesday from 6:00 p.m. until liX)
might be a genetic connection, and ethnicity and resistance to substance p.m. in the Serrano Village apartment
two, the connection may be found in abuse treatment programs was complex,Bldg.#5,fioor3. If you would
one's culture. There has been no studied. The principle findings were like to get in contact with them, you can
scientific proof to show that substance that Hispanic and Black females had email them at SOLIVER@csusb.edu.

I am Woman, Read my Writing
By Yazmin Alvarez

Sandra Cisneros have proven to be correctly
titled as the strong powerful writers of today's
"You looked at them and wondered why cultures. They express their trials through un
they were so ugly; you looked closely and could derstandable words, and make their stories fit
not find the source. Then you realized that it
into your life.
came from conviction, their conviction. It was
Sandra Cisneros,a Chicana writer, has
as though some mysterious allproven through her slowly ris
knowing master had given each
ing acceptance in the '90s as a
one a cloak of ugliness to wear,
writer, to be confident in her
and they had each accepted it
feminism and her freedom of
without question.... And they
expressing her struggles
took the Ugliness in their hands,
through her navels, carrying a
threw it as a mantle over them,
poetic voice. One of her classic
and went about the world with
g stories. The House on Mango
it."- Toni Morrison.
§ Street, is a description of the life
Women writers have proven
of a young Mexican-American
with undoubtful reason to be rep
girl growing up in working
resented as powerful, intelligent,
class Chicago, and facing the
and influential individuals. They
many obstacles and accom
Toni Morrison
have mastered their words to be
plishments of being a "brown
inviting, strong, but yet unapologetic. They
skinned girl". Much like Cisneros, but not in
have the ability to speak about specific cultural comparison to her, Toni Morrison is a wonder
experiences and claim literacy, even sanctioned ful poetically and richly expressive writer of
value.
Black America. Her depiction
Women around the world
and themes of Black culture are
have written every imaginable
vivid in her stories. The Bluest
type of work: religious, poems,
Eye, from which the excerpt
novels, and scripts. Richard Rise's
used above was provided, is the
The Elusive Eden states that "in
story of an 11 year old black girl
the 1920's, Hollywood offered
in America who prays for her
more opportunities for women
eyes to turn blue so she can be
writers." Jane Mathis, Frances
come beautiful, and her world
Marion and Anita Loos were just
different.
some of the leading scriptwriters
The stories of woman writ
in Hollywood at the time. Now,
ers have achieved an effective
women writers are some of the
and respectful position in litera
ture. We have strived to obtain
most influential and prominent
the freedom of expression
individuals in society.
In today's society, the writ
through our work. We have
Susan Cisneros
ings of women make up a vast
proven to be self-worthy of con
majority of printed media. But the most influ
fidence, assurancfe, and privilege. We can no
ential are the ones who write about their own longer be looked at as Little Women because
s' ''ggles and turns in life that all of us face re we are a culture of talent, aspiration and admi
's of race or class. Toni Morrison and ration.
Staff Writer

1

a graduate degree costs too much?

Cal Baptist's
Graduate
Degree
Programs
Master of Business
Administration
Master of Science in
Counseling
Psychology
Masters Degrees
In Education
Master of Arts
in English
Education Credential
Programs

Here^ a great
investment
Up; Cal BapUst.
A graduate degree is
supposed to pay
dividends for a lifetime —
but not all graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cal Baptist, you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty,
widely recognized graduate programs,
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So don't think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. It's more like
money in the bank.

Cal Baptist also offers
andergraduate degree
progrsRis in more than
20 arsK.

UNIVERSITY
8432

fdignolla

81H r s i d e ,

Aveniio

Calirornla 92504

1.877:228.8877
1.889.343.4248
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Peking Inn Chinese Restaurant
4434 University Parkway
909-880-2825
We are pleased to offer 10 percent off anv regu
lar dish for CSUSB students, staff and faculty.

Road construction special: When you phone in
and pick up your order you can get 15 percent
on any regular order.

Thank you for doing business with us!
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making the so-called "bad guys" more
realistic.
MARCOS: One of the things that I
surprisingly liked about the film was
how well Randall Wallace directed.
Once again, this is the guy who wrote
"Pearl Harbor," but he also wrote
"Braveheart." I really liked seeing the
French speaking French, the
Vietnamese speaking Vietnamese, and
the Americans, well you know. I
really, really enjoyed the blood on the
camera, which adds more to a shot.
by Ivan Fernandez
& Marcos Landin

Staff Writers
Movies reviewed will be graded
on a four-star system ranging from one
(terrible) to four (incredible).
However, instead of stars, we will
use "Snootchies" ,Iike the ones used
by Jay & Silent Bob. They go as fol
lows:
One star - Snootch
Two stars = Snootchie
Three stars = Snootchie Bootchie
Four stars = Snootch to the
Moth^@#$in Nootch!!

Since this is the last
Coyote Chronicle for
the quarter^ we
aecided to go out
with a bang, boom
and any other
generic explosion
noise you can think
of. So, we present our
first ULTIMATE
COYOTE MOVIE
TICKET...

On the Game Front
GRAND IHEH AUTO 3

'Restaurant 'Row

No, it's not a movie so don't walk
by Melissa Adamson
up to a theatre and ask for a ticket to
A & E Editor
GTA III. Instead, go to your local
video game store and ask for it there.
M
: Ladies and gentlemen,
this is the reason you own a PS2.
And if you don't, HAHA! Not only
are the graphics great but being able
Located: Inside the Rancho
to throw someone out of a car and
Verde Golf Course in Rialto.
steal it is the greatest thing in the
Portions: Good
world. Also, since I couldn't work
for the mob in real life, this gives
Price: Good
me an opportunity to do so.
Service: Good
I
: Beating up prostitutes and
Taste: Average
old women has never been so much
Rancho Verde offers a $I
fun. It's also very cool knocking cars
Sunday brunch, beginning at 1
off a bridge with a bus. So what's
a.m. The brunch includes fres
the point of this game? That's the
;
made omelettes, salad bar, a des
cool part. It can be whatever you
want it to be. This game allows you ; sert table, an ice cream bar, var
ous Mexican dishes, and misce
the utmost in gaming freedom.
MARCOS: You can do anything : laneous items like spare rib
from hitting a pimp with a baseball
mashed potatoes and bake
bat in the back and doing a drive-by
chicken. The food is good, bu
with an Uzi. Also, there are many ; it's not anything to write hom
missions if you decide to rob a police
about- but the fact it is aJen do
car, fire truck, taxi, or paramedic
lar all you can eat buffet seem
vehicle, which are just as fun.

ARCOS

WE WERE SOLDIERS
9fc 9|( 9):^ ^
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A Vietnam war movie based on
actual events depicted in the book,
"We Were Soldiers...and Young."
IVAN: This is the same guy who
wrote "Pearl Harbor?" Something
happened on the way to the editing
room with that last feature. Anyway,
"WWS" is a fine film about the first
American battle in Vietnam.
MARCOS: Damn, I like this
movie. This movie had something
that "Saving Private Ryan,"
"Platoon," "Full Metal Jacket,"
"Black Hawk Down," and any other
I
: Although the movie is
great war film didn't have. This film
not only showed what happened on graphic in its violence, it's not as
the battlefield, it also showed what graphic as "Black Hawk Down."
happened at home with the families. Randall Wallace had some really cool
That added a lot more to when you shots and I especially liked the
see someone fall in the line of fire.
montage near the end of the film with
IVAN: Most war films, if not all the photographer Gallaway, and what
war films, tend to show the I believe were actual photos taken
inhumanity of warfare. However, from the battlefield (you see, Kent, I
this film goes the opposite route and am leariiing in Comm. 345 . ; .). •
IVAN & MARCOS VOTE:
shows the humanity of soldiers in
war, both American and Vietnamese. Snootch to the Motherf@#$in
It makes the story more enjoyable, Nootch!!

VAN

RANCHO VERDE
BRUNCH

VAN

to improve the flavor.

j

SIERRA LAKES "
BRUNCH

IVAN: Don't buy this for your 8
year old. Unless you want him to
learn how to pick up hookers.

IVAN & MARCOS VOTE: ;

Snootch to the Motherf@#$in
Nootch!!

;

'

Disagree? Lonely? Then e-mail
Ivan & Marcos at
coyotemovieticket@ hotmaiI.com
*Special thanks to Kamron Myers
and Cinema Star Luxury Theaters in
San Bernardino for the tickets*

;

Located: Inside the Sierra
Lakes Golf Course in Fonlana
Portions: Good
Price: Expensive
Service: Excellent
Taste: Excellent
If you are wanting to go tc
a Sunday brunch and you hav(
some extra money, this is th(
place to go. At $20 a pop, yen
will be living the high life witi
complimentary champagne aiw
dishes like smoked salmon tc
chocolate dipped strawberries
The food is amazing and the
servers are excellent! This is
place to go if you are real!
hungry and you are trying la]
impress someone— but be
warned, this can be a rather ex
pensive venture.

Monday • Saturday: 6:00 AM to 7:00 PM
Sunday: 6:00 AM to 2:00 PM

FAMOUS
1331 Kendall Drive, Suite #7
San Bernardino, California

(W«M7-9K1
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A Mouse in the Galaxy
By Krista Morris

Stajf Writer
Performing recently at the
Galaxy in Costa Mesa,a reggae
serenade if you will— One Thousand
Pounds and Eek A Mouse. Reggae
fans came in masses to see the
famous Ripton J. Hilton of Eek A
Mouse perform his lyrical styling for
the So-Cal scene.
Having no idea who the bands
were, other than they put on a great
show, motivated me out of the Inland
Empire to see this Jamaican legend.
I expected a Bob Marley sound, but
I was in for a surprise. Hilton's
"sing-jay" sound was alive and well
that evening with a prog-rock/
reggae influenced sound.
The band One Thousand
Pounds had a very interesting line
up. When first heard they sound like
a typical reggae band with guitar upriffs and a deep bass tone. As they
went through their songs it seemed
as if they paid tribute to some
popular 70's prog-rock bands. They
played covers from Yes, Creedence
Clearwater Revival, and some
Grateful Dead songs. By the end of
their set, they had mixed both genres
of music and had an interesting
sound of Reggae-prog. It was
different, very different.
Newcomers did not know what
to expect when Eek A Mouse hit the
stage. Two horns, three back-up
singers, two guitar players, a bassist
and drummer, and a crazy old
Jamaican man seemed to have been
a lot of people for one band. Nothing
was as surprising as when vocalist
Ripton J. Hilton made his presence.
The 6'6" Hilton was wearing red
spandex velvet pants, a mesh tank
top, and cowboy boots topped off

Photo courtesy of eeksperience.com
Eek A Mouse performed his unique style of vocals at The Galaxy

with a complimenting cowboy hat.
When most people think of reggae
they think of drummers, dreadlocks
and beanies, not cowboys.
Hilton is known as being one of
the founders of "sing-jay"reggae style,
which is a combination of singing and
vocal dee-jaying. Sing-jay uses an
assortment of unusual vocal sound
effects. The songs were either stories
of Hilton's life experiences or
messages that had a quirky humor
behind them. He sung songs about his
two night stay in a New York City jail,
eating sushi with a girl from Fiji,
building castles for the homeless, and
the band's signature song- "Mouse is
in the House."

The incredible energy produced
from Hiltcx) had a great foundation from
the band itself. Every aspect of the band
had contributed a piece to the night's set
Songs would feature solos ftx)m the horns,
guitar and bass, even the crazy old maa
It was really cool how everyone in the
band was able to have their own
indi^^duaI pi&x, definitely not cx)mmon.
Eek A Mouse's unique sounds and
styling was \ery refreshing to see as a
frequent musical enthusiast If you like
to experience new music and funky
enogy, thai Eek A Mouse is definitely a
must see the next timethey 're in So-Cal.
Even if you are not a big reggae fan, diis
show may turnyou into one, I ^leak from
expaieiKe.

BUCKLE UP-4
BLOWING
.1

iU '1

" , it-

^ I
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"THIS DVD'S GOT DRIVE. WITH FOUR DIFFERENT
^ HIGH-OCTANE ENDINGS,' THE RIDE NEVER
STOPS!"
-BtbCtWi^r.USilfEKir
ECEND Elff
'

..vE-AMET-r::nji S~cVE ZArK PAIE,- f.tElEE 50E?EEv
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OWN THE DVD TODAY!
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PoolToumament

Prizes: lst-$IOO,2nd-$50,3rd-$25
Sponsored By:
Student Union Gameroom
2pm
Student Union Gameroom

Studies In the Bible Club Meeting

SUNDAY, 17

*

Sponsored by; Studies in the Bible
5pm • 6pm
Student Union Board Room

^hlewman Catholic Ministry Meeting

^ - Newman Catholic Fellowship
^
6;30pm - 9pm
Iff S&ident Union Fireplace Lounge
(909)475-5388

%

>
^
T

TUESDAY, 19
ASi Finance Board Meeting

I Cam - Noon
Student Union Board Room
Sponsored by:
Associated Students inc.
Noon - 2pm
Student Union Board Room

Try our dehcicraB tcirkayjiaiii and veggie
isandwlchfis fcjr only ,99 centa, small yoiagnrt $ l,59j
and our fresh
fruit smoothies for just $2,49
atlMrcffar, UnltsB* 1
VkUdoBlr It 48041

Student Union Corner
V
/
W

The Student Union Women's
Resource Center WIN be Having
Weekly Jam Sessions. Bring your
guitars, bring your voices, bring your
tambourines, and most IMPORTANTLY
bring YOURSELF!

J

EveryThursday
iZpni
at Womenis Resaurae Cantar
.SUBUJRV

FREE

Buy on4 6"Sub A a Lar9e Drink and Oat a
Sacond 6* Sub of Equal or Lossor Valuo Froo
OMCe<>pei|MreuMon*r. HM vUW wMt MyMhirsfrir.
Ot(i^ rMU M tida loeitlen oaly e«e<ud«« frasb vaba naaia.

%
t

%
%

Black Wednesday
Noontime Entertainment

Sponsored by:
African Student Alliance
Noon - Ipm
Student Union Courtyard

MAP5.Weekly Meeting
Sponsored By
Medical Association Pre-Health Services
%
Noon-Ipm
^
Student Union Board Room
The Nest of the Wise
Sponsored by:
Student Union Adult Re-Entry Center
Noon - 1pm &
6pm - 7pm
Student Union ASI Lounge

oyote Chrom

SfcpdLwiqjb—•gVoawoax "V'o-iig-uj-t.-Srxiootixia*

4

It

-a

ASI Board of Directors Meeting

6-inch Sub

WEDNESDAY, 20

Single Parents

Sponsored By
Student Union Adult Re-&itry Center
5pm •6pm
Student Union Adult Re-Ent^ C«ite-
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The Coyote
Chronicle
wants to hear
from you:

THURSDAY, 21
A

JamminattheWRC

Prepared Courtesy of
Student Union Graplikilrts
V

w
Sponsored By
^
^Student Union Women's Resource Center>
^
Noon
^
^Student Union Women's Resource Center^

%

*
%

*
%

Single Parents

Sponsored By
Studwt Unicm Adult Re-Entry Center
Noon - Ipm
Student Union Adult Re-Entry Center
Perspective: Current Events &
Critical Issues

%
k

To place an event in the Calendar, j
please bring information to
Sbident Union Graphics,
mom SU112, call M.

C • 5 • U • i

Sponsored by: Cross Training
5pm • 6pm
Temporary Classroom 20
(909) 794-8717

ECONOLUBE N'TUNE & BRAKES
15% OFF REGULAR PRICE
OF ANY SERVICE WITH I.D.
1685 W.KENDALL DR.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92407
909-880-6021

Give us your
feedback.:

Come on
down!!!

Call us at
(909) 880-5289,
E-mail us at
sbchron@csusb.edu,
or drop us a line
at UH-037

...to your Denny's at
5975 North Palm Avenue
for a Grand Slam or
French Slam breakfast
for only $4.19.
Save over $1.50.
Offer good only at this location and between
10 p.in. and 5 a.m. Sunday-Thursday.
Not VailcJ Friday/Saturciay Nights.

•^t^OUkCt
cC'iTC?

CHRONICLE CLASSIFIEDS

NathPwfcBiinl.
Unhang AM

I

aMy a lUMf »m> ed aima
an Ubartaon Bbayplng CmtarJ
Subway Sandwich**
j
41M N. 9i«rr« Way
!
San Barnardin* CA S2407 '
1
(900) 000.3340

J

$15 for biracial (black/white) men, ages SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE — Camp Wayne, NE
20-30, willing to be interviewed for an
PA. Counselor Specialists for all Land/Water
M.A. thesis. Call Shelli (909)242-0844. Sports: Tennnis; Golf; Outdoor Adventure - Climb
ing/Ropes, Camping, Mtn. Biking; Boating/ Sail
ing/Waterskiing; Roller Hockey; Rocketry; Arts &
Crafts, Theatre; Radio; Video; and more! RNS FOR
HEALTH CENTER. April Campus Interviews.

The Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Foun
dation has granted
your Student Health
Center an award to
offer
FREE

NEW 2002 CHRYSLER PT CRUISERSI

^2990
MSRP
5HAVCR01SC

NET COST

516.765.
-52775

$13,990

Over 7 0 0 i n S t o c k

1 at this
price.

Ready For
immediate Deiixrery

"^308,635)

JEEP

NEW 2002

^2.990
1 at this
price.
SALf ?filCf...Sl3;49r
MFC nCBATE
-SSOO
NET COST
512.t>50
;{VIN719373J
MSRP
...515^815
VHAV£« DISC
.Si225

NEW 2002

C

•<11

*13.990*
SHAVER DISC

S3305

SALE PRICE...$15,990
MFC REBATE
NET COST

$2500
$13,990

1 at this
price.

7 Pass. Auto, Air.
AM/FM Cass. & More!

r(VlN~552B04)

CHRYSLER SEBRING LX

NEW 2002

MSHP...
...SlEI.SaO
SNAVCR DISC-53010

1 at this i
price.

MfG REBATE
-S150O
N t r COST.-...-...-513.950

(VIN164722}

SALEPR1CE.,.S15,490

Auto. Air.
AMIFM Cass. & More!

JEEP LIBERTY 4X4

NEW 2002

*19990*
M3RP
..523.250
SHAVtn DISC
-Sj260
NCrCOST.
S19.990

1 at this
price.
(VIN 211172)

Auto. Air, PIS,
Alloys, PIW, Loaded!

SHAVER
A U T O

C E N T E R

7 Year-100.000* Mile Powertrain Protection

ft 1
f, tj
\ 1^**"

•*/ year of lOO.COO-m le pQ/^nTlraiii PioK-cl on on all
2002 vchiF^lHiF;, See deules fur it copy cf this
Ncntransft^iablo. a dodjcttblc applies.

iiri-.v

2001
v.-DTidhly.

Over SI MILLION INVENTORY OF GOOD, CLEAN USED VEHICLESI

Showcase Dr.,
j : ; ; . - . ' ^ CI IKYSLEK '
I
San Bernardino
OIL CHANGE
Jeep
"ijaf 909.889.9911 or 1.888.245.2778 f o r L I F E ! j
™

^

1

770

CIIKYSLEK

L

-

-

.

WWW.ShaveraUtOCenter.com
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Anth 466. Anthropology of
Health, Illness, and Healin
Mens* Basketball Western Regional Champions ...
Faculty and CSU Administration reach contract compro
mise ... Students prep for finals ... Closing remarks to the
staff of the Chronicle
John J. Eddy
Executive
Editor
Greetings from the
desk of theExecuItive
Editor.
It has been an
exciting week for Coyote fans
across the state. If you weren't at
Coussoulis arena this past weekend,
then where were
you?
The mens' basketball team
led by Coach of the Year Larry
Reynolds
walked
past
Humboldt State Saturday night
to clinch a spot in the Elite
Eight Tournament in Indiana.
Not much of a sports bulf? Do
you prefer the news? Well the two
year dispute between the California
Faculty Association and the CSU
Administration led by Chancellor
Reed ended on March 2 with
aTentative Contract Agreement that
was approved by CSU officials and
CPA Chapter President and Board
members. The Contract will undergo
the final stages of ratification in the
next two weeks as it will be voted on
by all
sysitsta Wide.
For the rest of us out there, this
week marks the last true week of

Lets
Go
'Yates!
School Spirit: If you haven't already caught it, now is the time. The Coyotes
travel to Indiana for the NCAA Elite Eight Tournament over Spring Break.

classes, and the last chance to cram
in study materials before finals
week. So good luck studying.
Here at the Chronicle, we are
proud to have finished the eight and
final issue for this winter quarter and
we are looking forward to next quar
ter. This year we have started mov
ing in the right direction, making part
nerships with entities on campus that
reflect our own goalsand desires. We
will continue to branch out in the
upcoming quarter, and plans to cre
ate a new Greek Life section to in
terest our high-spirited and colorful
greek students is already in the
works. We promise not to stop there.
Nothing would have been pos-

sible this year if it were not for the
hard work, undying spirit, tenacity
and unbeguiling attitude of the staff
of the Coyote Chronicle. They
have made working hard a form of
entertainment, and I feel nothing
but pride and love when I think of
each and evey one of the few
people who sacrifice their time to
publish this weekly paper. Mathew
Taylor, Susie Medina, Jake
Zylman, Melissa Adamson,John
Halcon, Shareena Clark, Bethany
Anderson, Kermit Boyd, Karla
Buchanan, Matt Schoenmann and
all of our staff writers, keep up the
good work, and lets just see how
far we can take it next quarter!

Anthropology Club ALPACA Upcoming Events
Mar. 12, 6:00 PM„ CH-130: "Filipino American Experiences" Symposium, Student
Speakers: John Eddy, Jorge Salazar, Rommel Prestidge, Janelle Bruner, Filomeno Batayola,
John Harris, and Amisha Mehta
Mar. 22, Fri., 6:00 PM, ALPACA End of the Quarter Party at Dr. Nadeau's home, map and
directions to be distributed last week of class.

Letter to the Editor:
Fatima Cristema, student, writes to the Chronicle to thank the students of California State
University, San Bernardino for her experience in Sacramento.
Dear Editor,
I would like to take the time to
make sure that I thank the students
of Cal State San Bernardino. Just
this past weekend (March 1-4); I
had the privilege of attending the
CHESS conference for California
State Student Association
(CSSA). The conference taught
me many things, amongst them the
most important was learning how
to lobby on behalf of students. I
was able to meet with several of
our local Assembly and Senate
Representatives and tell them
how important it is that they do
not raise student fees and keep the
CSU budget intact. It was
important that things such as this
are done on a continuous basis,
since students in the age group
18-25 are among the lowest voter
turnouts.
Why should any
politician listen to our needs if we
take no active role to prove
otherwise? This weekend gave

me the opportunity to make sure
that
we
let
our
local
representatives know that we
(students) matter and that we are
concerned about what happens to
our University and to our
community. Again, I would like

Looking for a fun class? Want to
study non-Western medicinal
practices? Curious to know mor^j
about how other cultures consti
wellness? Then, Anth. 466 is foT;
you.
Medical anthropologists focui^
on culture, the culture of patients, the culture of health providers,f;
the culture of institutions providing healthcare, and the culture of%
biomedicine. Another part of their job is to look at how illness is'^'
defined in different cultures. A condition that is defined as a
disease in one cultural setting is not necessarily considered a
disease in another. What does having different perceptions of what
is "normal" imply for treatment? Anthropologists also study dis
eases (IB, HIV/AIDS) of poverty. If Western medicine has a cure;'
for IB, why are new strains of TB spreading at an alarming rate?fj
What can be done? These are the kinds of questions that hea
related professionals need to know.
Tests: midterm, final, book review requirement
Required Texts: The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down;
Dancing Skeletons', and selected readings.

SpriugOunrtcr 2000
insiructor; Dr. Kaihy Nadcau
M\V, b
7; SO I'M. C!M 30
[Call it 13629]

to thank the CSUSB students
because without them paying their
fees every quarter, I would not
have had the opportunity to do this.
Let this be a testament that our
money is going to support great
causes that affect students directly.

It's Whafs inside
That Counts Most
At FedEx's fastest-growing division, every employee has
a chance to reaUze a reward^ futura. We offer training to
foster advancement Into management, communications or
technology. We have 5 different 3- to 5-hour shifts to fit your
schedule. For college students, we have an exceliwit tuition
assistarx^e program!

PACKAGE HANDLERS
Year-round positions. You will manually ioad/off-ioad
packages from trailers and vans. Requires excellent physical
stamina and range of movement, including the ability to
Irrdependentiy Jift up to 75 lbs., work in hot or cold temperature extremes, and read/verify labels, charts and numbers.
We offer S9-$9.5(yhr. (depending on shift), weekly paychecks,
employee recognttlon ar>d mcxe. To apply, visit our Riaito Hub
Job Hotline at 909-897-7112 or
visit www.fedex.com and click
"Careers." Be prepared to
comp4<Me an extensive online appli
cation at our facility. EOE
GrOUnCl

For further information, please contact;
Kathy Nadeau
Department of Anthropology
knadeau@csusb.edu 909/880-5503 FO-120

%

We at the Coyote Chronicle cherish and
respect the freedom of speech. Become
informed, know your rights.
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University Hall, UH037
Office: 880-5289
5500 University Parkway
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San Bernardino, CA 92407
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Leaders! Pick up your
Election Packets Today
The Associated Students Incorporated is Looking
tor Next Year's Elected Officers
Prudent leaders! If you are interested in combating student issues here at
CSUSB. then it is time that you joined the Associated Students
hcorporated (ASI). The Elections packets are available. There are sixteen
osilions up for election this year. They range from President to the
-•presentative for undeclared students. The basic requirements to run for
ections are: a 2.0 or above GPA, at least two quarters of matriculation
;re at CSUSB and at least nine units earned in two quarters that range
efore the current election quarter and after the previous election
uarter. Elections packets are available in the ASI office. If you have
any questions please e-mail the elections chair, Matthew Prouse at
mailto:asielcctions@hotmail.com>asielections@hotmail.com or call
880-7210. Thank you and good luck to those collecting signatures towards
representing your students.

Baskint^^Robbins.

A Tale of Two Circuits: Indian High
Tech Workers in the United States."

Do you have
something to
say? Do you have
an opinion related
to this University?
Do you like to
write?Send your
letters to the Editor.
Keep them under
500 words, and be
sure to add your
name and social se
curity number (to
verify you are a stu
dent), and email
them to the editor

The dramatic growth of the U.S. information technology industry in
thel990s has been driven, to a large extent, by Indian-born engineers
and
computer
scientists.
In the immigration literature,
Monday, March 25, 2002
these workers are viewed as a
Sycamore Room
homogenous group characterized by
Noon-l:00 p.m.
high
incomes
and
job
stability, that are well assimilated
into the economic mainstream.
However, recent evidence suggests that Indian high tech workers in the
U.S. can be segmented into two very distinct streams or circuits. Whereas
engineers in the "upper" circuit may fit the stereotypical profile of the
skilled immigrant, those in the "lower" circuit earn significantly lower
wages
and
have
less
stable
work
situations.
This paper empirically highlights the distinctiveness of the two circuits
with respect-to education, migration history, incomes, networking, and
media perception. Theoretically, the study demonstrates the manner in
which skilled migration streams have been influenced by the labor
practices associated with flexible accumulation regimes.
Professor Pandit is an internationally known geographer
whose research in migration and local labor market
segmentation is published in one book and more than 35
journal articles and book chapters. In addition, she has
received numerous teaching awards ai the University of
Georgia. Our campus is pleased to host Professor Pandit.

10% discount off* your purchase

.

at either Togo's or Basltln, Robbins with
valid CSUSB student or faculty I.E>.
Please present I.D. at the time of order.
Not valid with any other discount, coupon
or promotion.

"Xogo's/Oaskin Rot>bins
L
'
I "
L

4375 North University Parlcway sidw icw
San Bernardino, CA 92407
909-473-7494
Next to Nlcl>onal«l*s

At
edinchief @ hotmaiLcom

Glorious Hair Salon
177 West 40th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(909) 881-0633

Office: 880-5289

Ask for Sharon

Buyback
March 18-22 our buyboch windows and table
will be open outside for faster service.
Mon - Thurs..
9 a.m. till 7 p.m.
Friday
9 a.m. till 4 p.m.

After selling bach your boohs,
come inside the store and en
ter to win one of two, $200
store credits.

Web ordetI
Want $2SO worth of FREE text
boohs?
Order online by March 27 and be
entered to win up to $2EO of free text
boohs.

Vou can place you spring web order online
starting March 4 through March 27.
Don't waste time in long lines, order
online and hove your boohs shipped
straight to your door!

Shipment and picb-up of web orders starts March 25.

www*coyoleboob$*coiii
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Associated Students, Incorportated

Students
Encouraged
to Run
for Office
A ^ ^ r-v ^a i-k ^ A O <-•
SI * C •
>a .

Associated Students, Inc.
(ASI)
has
announced
immediate openings on key
student leadership positions
offering a wealth of
opportunity for organizational
and personal development.
Sixteen elected positions are
available for the 2002-2003
academic year. Positions
include president, executive
vice president, vice president
for finance, and vice president
for university affairs. Positions
are also available for 12 student
representatives to each college
and areas of the university.
Representatives are needed
for the college of arts and
letters, business and public
administration, education,
natural sciences, social and

behavioral sciences; two atlarge reprentatives, one Palm
Desert campus, one graduate,
one housing, one undeclared,
and one special and dual majors
representatives.
All aforementioned posi
tions are electoral. Students
who wish to participate in
student government must have
a minimum 2.0 grade point
average, and have completed
two quarters with at least nine
earned units. Elections packets
are available in SU-144, ASI
offices.
ASI is the recognized stu
dent government at California
University,
San
State
Bernardino, whose goal is to
protect students' rights and
interests on campus, as well as

in local and state matters.
Beyond representation at
various levels, ASI strives to
create an environment to
enhance the college experience
for students, working with
administrators to develop and
implement university policies.
ASI provides services and
programs that meet the
educational, recreational,
social and cultural needs of
students, more notably through
the Activities Board. ASI also
supports student clubs on
campus with funds through the
Club Allocation Budget
(CAB).
For more information, send
an email to Matthew Prouse,
elections chair, at asielections
@hotmail.com.

Elections Committee Seeks Helpers

Four positions on the ASI
elections committee must be
filled immediately, said
Matthew Prouse, elections
chair.
Volunteers will assist by
publicizing elections in spring,
distributing fliers, providing

sample ballots, and educating
students on elections pro
cedures, in addition to checking
names on candidate petitions
and eligibility, and compile
candidate information. April 28
through May 7 are mandatory
working days.

Volunteers will help super
vise voting on May 8 and 9 to
ensure that rules are followed.
For more information, send
an email to Matthew Prouse,
elections chair, at asielections
@hotmail.com, or call (909)
880-7210.

ASI Advertorial

The BOX OFFICE
yoinr place for ticlkets

Magic Mountain
Universal Studios
Sea ^orld
Knott s Berry Farm
Long Beach Aquarium
San Diego Zoo
"WildAnimal Park.
Medieval Times
Legolcmd

$21.30 Adult
$28
$30
$21.30
$12
$22.30
$20
$33
$30

$23
$10
$6.30
$12.30
$14.50
$23
$26

Scandia

$io

$io

$13 ChiUt

Buy tickets to your favorite movie theater. Mountain
High ski resort, and feature campus performances.
The Box Office is adjacent to the clock tower.
Call (909) 8HO-5932for more information

LBgal
Questions?

]

If so, the College
Legal Clinic Invites
to Attorney Night

^Consult with a practicing attorney
•Receive an attorney referral
•Choose from 10 attorneys
•Faculty and staff pay minimal fee
•Located in SU-144A
For more information, call (909) 880-5936
or email us at asiclc@csusb.edu.
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--Contract Continued
from page 1
salary increases and benefits for
faculty as well as part-time
lecturers," said CSU Chancellor
Reed in a statement Saturday.
The agreement also provided
increased benefits and salary step
increases to faculty and some job
security to lecturers with six years
of service. Under the new deal,
lecturers would receive an automatic
three-year contract after si j years of
service, and after a review, would be
subject to job renewal.
Susan Meisenhelder, President of
the California Faculty Association
and English professor at CSUSB,
spoke on how the agreement would
affect Cal. State San Bernardino.
"Because we are a new campus
and we have more junior faculty,
protecting the step increases for
newer faculty was pretty important,"
said Meisenhelder.
She further stated that provisions
passed to increase security and
coverage of family based issues were
also important for the university.
The agreement calls for a " stop the
tenure clock" for up to one year for
faculty taking leave a of absence for
pregnancy, birth and or adoption. It
extended the paid parental leave
from twenty to thirty days, with an
option of using an additional ten
days of sick leave.
".. .The increase in paid parental
leave, given the fact we're a
younger campus, is important as
well," said Meisenhelder about
CSUSB.
The faculty association and the
CSU administration had been
locked in a dispute for the past two

years over faculty salary raises,
compensation packages for
lecturers, and the redistribution of
faculty based allocated funds from
compensation pools. The agreement
came after a three-week impasse in
negotiations that ended with the
conclusions of the fact-finding
committee written by neutral third
party representative John Caraway.
Both sides met to review the
conclusions and hammered out an
agreement during the night.
Earlier last week. President
Karnig predicted the outcome of the
impasse in a moment of divination,
stating that, "The fact-finding
process will be successful in
identifying an acceptable solution
to the apparent impasse, and
therefore I do not anticipate a
strike."

"MeaiaContinued
from page 3

people put their lives in jeopardy
for what seems to most like just a
story. Is it really worth the cost?
Howard Kurtz of the Washington
Post says that, "Pearl's death
reminds us of what even many in the
news biz take for granted: the
extraordinary courage of those who
put themselves in dangerous
situations for the sake of the story."
What outweighs the cost, to these
reporters, is getting information
where it needs to go, and the reporter
is just a channel for that information.
The
IFJ
has
an
"International Code of Practice for
the Safe Conduct of Journalism", in
this code, are guidelines, which are
meant to protect writers who go to
hostile regions. In summation they
are:

•
Journalists shall be
properly equipped
for all
assignments (i.e.: first aid,
communication tools, adequate
transport and protective clothing.)
•
Media organizations and
state authorities will provide riskawareness training for journalists
and staff on assignments in
dangerous conditions.
•
Public authorities will
inform their personnel of the need
to respect the rights of journalists.
•
Media organizations will
provide social protection for staff
engaged in journalistic activity
outside the normal work place,
including life insurance.
•
Media organizations will
provide, free of charge, medical
treatment including costs of
recuperation for victims of injury or
illness as a result of their
assignments.
•
Media organizations will
protect freelance employees. They
must receive, on an equal basis, the
same protections (listed above) as a
full time employee.
These guidelines exist for the well
being of journalists and their staff.
However, as we
have seen in the case of Daniel
Pearl, guidelines can only do so
much.
Journalism is, at its core, a
noble profession. Journalists are
people who seek truth, knowledge,
and recognize that a free society is a
society that is informed.
"The only authors whom I
acknowledge as American are the
journalists...They speak the
language of their countrymen, and
make themselves heard by them." Alexis de Tocqueville
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Coyote Baseball drop a pair against Powerful Domincuez
CSUSB Wire Report
Dominguez Hills used the
power of Edgar Esqueda, blasting
I 3-run home run in the eighth in
king of the first game, and the arm
^starting RHP Don Bracken in the
pghtcap to sweep Saii Bernardino
a CCAA doubieheader March 8-

9 in the InlnnH
Inland V5ilU\'
Valley.
In the early game, CSUSB took
a 1-0 lead in the sixth inning before
CSUDH tied it in the seventh!. The
Toros took the lead in the next inning
scoring four runs on three hits. With
the bases loaded and no outs. Frank
Perez hit a sacrifice fly giving the
Toros a 2-1 lead. An out later,
E.squcda went up to the plate and

i i i •. .
...
smashed his second home run of the
season well over the left center field
wall for a 5-1 lead.
The Coyotes would score a run
in the bottom of the inning on a leadoft double by Brian Schweiger fol
lowed by an error and a run-scoring
groundout to account for all the scor
ing in the game.
In the nightcap, Cal State

Dominguez Hills took a 1-0 lead in
the second fnning on their first steal
of home in the game. With runners
on the corners. 2B Nate Hadaway
got caught in a run-down between
first and second.
Marquez then stole home and
touched the plate before Hadaway
was tagged out for the third out of
the inning.

San Bernardino plated a lone
run in the fourth on a RBI single
by Marcus Wyatt.
The Coyotes (11-13. 6-9
CCAA) scored twice in the bottom
of the inning to make it interesting,
but Brian Cortes was able to hold
oii for the save and the 6-3 CSUDH
victory. Perez led the squad at the
plate going 3-for-4 with two RBI.

Lady Sluggers sweep Sonoma State
By Chad W. Birdsall

Sports Writer

Chad W. Hirdsull/Chronicle
QUICK RKLKASF.. — ( oyoic pilchcr Diana Sullen fires a pilch againsi
State on Friday. March 8.

Game Summary
Friday, March 8
Game 1 — Coyotes 2, Cossacks 1
Game 2 — Coyotes 3, Cossacks 0

jCoyote Sports Roundup:

San Bernardino collected a pair
of victories against Sonoma State
Friday, March 8, in a CCAA contest.
The pah" of wins improved the
Coyotes overall mark to 8-4.
Game one of the double header
resulted in a 2-1 victory over visit
ing Sonoma State.
Melissa Clemann provided the
offensive outage as she slugged a
two-run home run to score sopho
more Nicole Gomez.
Game two concluded with the
Coyotes shutting out Sonoma State
3-0.
Trade Schioppi gave the Coyotes its first run after her bloop shot
over the pitcher's head in the third
inning that scored Jamie Killeen.
Things got scary in the top of
the fifth when San Bernardino relief
pitcher Mikki Goldwater took the
mound.
Sonoma loaded the bases

!)al Stale. San Bernardino's men's golf
tfini.shed third Tuesday. March 5. in a
kof 11 collegiate golf teams at the
!!al Slate, San Marcos Invitational at
jis Key Downs Golf Club in Bonsall.
"he Coyotes shot a collective 906 —
^er par — for the 54 holes to tie Point
fa Nazarene, three strokes behind
rup Grand Canyon University and 12
ikes back of champion Cal State
>islaus.
•Senior Lonnie Charleson wound up
in the individual medalist competiwith a 54-hole total of 225. nine shots
•par. Team mates David Backus and J.R.
^yes tied for 10th at 226.
^Finishing behind the Coyotes were
^trom Cal State Monterey Bay. Mascollege. UC San Diego.
'SU San Marcos, Malone College .
le's B team and Cal State Hayward.
Rego State competed as individuals,
pli Sutt of Cal State Stanislaus was
idalisi with a two-under par total of
lat included the tournament's low
f,a68.
ie Coyotes will host their own touriit next Monday and Tuesday at PGA
ithern California
tampions Course in Calimesa. The
:event will feature 36 holes on Mon18 on Tuesday.
Tntries are: Chico State. Cal State
Knguez Hills. Cal Slate Monterey Bay.
"38. Fort Lewis College. Holy Names
;ge. Masters College. Point Loma
Irene. St. Martin's. UC San Diego,
^ern New Mexico and Western Wash-

on during ils sweep againsi Sonoma.

against the right-handed Goldwater
with no outs, but instead of break
ing under the pressure, Goldwater
delivered some clutch pitching,
which resulted in two force outs at
home and a strike out to end the in
ning.
The bottom of the fifth provided
some great offensive Softball as the
Coyotes scored two additional runs.
The frame started off with-a
Kristen Garcia base hit to
centerfield. Schioppi followed by
delivering a triple to the left field

the

^

Golf

ers take third while tennis squad drops one
against Grand Canyon University.
CSUSB Wire Report

Chad W. Birdsall/Chronidc
ONLOOKERS— A pair of Yoies look

fence scoring Garcia.
Nicole Gomez sent a grounder
into right field scoring Schioppi
and putting the Coyotes up 3-0;
Clemann shined defensively in
the top of the sixth inning, putting
out all three Sonoma batters. She
snagged a pop fly from the air and
threw out the runner at first con
tributing to the double play and fin
ished the inning with a bare-handed
snag and-tos&out at first.
Pitcher Mikki Goldwater
closed out the top of the seventh
ensuring the Coyotes victory.
Kara Dutton remarked on the
team's play, " We work as a unit,
we know it is a team sport...as for
an individual standout, Tracie
Schioppi is my hitting inspiration,
a great hitter who is a natural and
does not think so much about me
chanics."
The women's softball team
truly has it together and the feeling
of team unity is visibly present as

TENNIS
The Grand Canyon University
women's tennis team played nearly flaw
less Monday, March 4. at the Youngker
Tennis Center as they won all nine matches
against Cal State, San Bernardino..
Lysa Duncan in No. 5 singles battled
hard before falling 6-3, 6-4 to Sarah
Mitchell of GCU in the closest match of
the day.
Duncan and her partner Timetra
Hampton did the best of the Coyotes'
doubles teams, scoring three points in a
losing doubles effort. 8-3. against Mitchell
and her partner.
Grand Canyon improved to 3-1 in the
CCAA and 6-3 overall while Cal State is
now 2-4 in the CCAA and 5-4 on the sea
son, CSUSB's next match is March 17 at
home against Sonoma State.
GRAND CANYON 9,
CSUSB 0
SINGLES
Nikita Bhardwaj (GCU) def. Jennifer
Newman (SB) 6-0, 6-2.
Christine Klokinis (GCU) def.
Heather Lehman (SB) 6-3, 6-1.
Christine LiWanPo (GCU) def. Coral
Conley (SB) 6-2, 6-0
Robyn Jaeger (GCU) def. Cassie
Sumrow.
Sarah Mitchell (GCU) def. Lysa
Duncan (SB), 6-3. 6-4
Zuzana Petrovicova (GCU) def.
Danielle Quistgard (SB)6-2, 6-1
DOUBLES
Bhardwaj-Jaeger (GCU) def. ConleySumrow (SB) 8-1;
Klokinis-LiWanPo (GCU) def.
Newman-Lehman (SB) 8-2;
Mitchell-Cervantez (GCU) def. '
Duncan-Hampton (SB) 8-3.

PROB^UION
C O U N T Y

O F

B A N

B I R N A R D i N O

PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Probation Corrections Officer trainee
(Education Required for PCO trainee: Any Associate or Bachelor Degree
or 60 Semester units which include 9 units of Behavioral .Science)

Probation Officer I & II
(Education Required for P01& II; Any Bachelor degree
Or a total of 30 semester units in a Behavioral Science
of which half must be upper division from a 4 year college)

Have a packet with applications mailed!

Contact the Recruiter

909/387-6173
recruiter@prob.sbcounty.gov
^

download application:

www.sbcounty.gov/probation
or walk in:

San Bernardino County Human Resources
157 West Filth Street (1" floor)
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0440
909/387-8304

ext. 8
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CCAA Hoops: First Team Honors Announced ani
Coyotes create a big
Splash over D-l Spartans Coach of the Year Award goes to Cal State San Berdoo
By John D. Halcon and
Danny B. Homaidan

Sports Staff
Cal State San Bernardino
women's water polo squad did its
best impersonation of David and
Goliath, chopping down a perennial
Division I Michigan State team 7-5
at the Coyote pool.
San Bernardino, playing the
role of David, maintained a late lead
and halted a last-second rally by the
Spartans for its triumphant conclu
sion.
The victory was the Coyotes'
third win against a Division I oppo
nent, and it also improved their
mark to 3-3 overall.
Kari Harberts scored the first
goal of the contest at the six minute
and 45 second mark during the first
period.
According to head coach
Danielle Altman, Harberts' goal
came in the Coyotes first possession
of the game.
"We came out to a strong start,"
said Altman, who enters her fourth
year at the helm. "I knew this would
be a really tough game considering
[Michigan State] beat us by two last
year."
Yet, the Coyotes were able to

turn the table around on the Spar
tans, tallying four second-half goals
while receiving a solid performance
from goalie Amanda Wells, who col
lected 10 saves.
After a 3-3 tie at the end of the
first half, the Spartans came out in
the third period to grab their first
lead of the match 4-3 with 2:26 to
playHowever, the Coyotes were
able to score three unanswered goals
to take a 6-4 advantage with 3:16 to
play in the fourth.
Wells sparked the rally with
three blocks in the third period,
which enabled the Coyotes to keep
the Spartan offense idle.
Michigan State cut its deficit to
6-5 with 43 seconds remaining in the
game, but the Coyotes iced the con
test when Kami Wilson fired a shot
to the upper-right post of the net.
Wilson also received another
goal in the fourth, which gave the
Coyotes a 6-4 lead, but her final shot
proved to be the difference.
Harberts led the Coyotes with
three goals while Sarah Henley and
Allison Harp each marked for one
point.
Five different Spartans scored
with Carolyn Welch, Jen Schully,
Alisha Demarre, Stacy Jehl and
Catherine Lillie all having one goal.

CSUSB Wire Report
Bobby
Burries,
Glenn
Summerall and James Taylor were
named to the 2002 All-California
Collegiate Athletic Association
teams this week and Coyotes' Coach
Larry Reynolds was named "Coach
of the Year" by his peers for the
fourth straight year.
Burries and Summerall were
named to the first team. Taylor was
named to the second team.
It is the second straight year that
Burries has been named to the AllCCAA first team. Last year he was
the conference MVP in leading the
Coyotes to a CCAA title and the fi
nals of the West Regional.
Burries averaged 14.1 points a
game, a team-high, this season. He
also led the team in steals with 44
and assists with 104. He is a junior.
Summerall, a senior, was one of
the Coyotes' most consistent play
ers all season, averaging 12.6points
a game and 4.3 rebounds per game
and nine blocks.
Taylor was a force in the post,
averaging 11.4 points and 4.7 re-^
bounds a game and earning CCAA
Player of the Week honors once. He
shot 63 percent from the field and
had 12 blocks, second high on the
team.

Coach of the Year — Larry Reynolds

Reynolds' selection as "coach
of the year" for a fourth straight sea
son is unprecedented in CCAA an
nals. He led the Coyotes to their
third straight CCAA title and fourthstraight NCAA West Regional ap
pearance. His record is 108-34 in
five years at
CSUSB and the team is 86-19
over the past four years, 74-14 in the
CCAA. The team is 88-13 (87 per
cent) since Jan. 16, 1999 when the
team went on to win 15 of its last 17
games to gain a berth in the
regionals.
Senior forward Sharee Brown
was the only Cal State San Bernar
dino women's basketball player
named to the All-California Colle
giate Athletic Association team cho
sen by the conference coaches.
Brown, a 6-foot senior, aver
aged 11.9 points per game (co-

First Team — Bobby Burries

leader on the team with Eri
Cronin) and a team-high 5.2
bounds a game.
She also led the team in bl
with 11 and had 22 steals.
She was a CCAA Player of
Week for her performance in
over two ranked teams — Ch
5tate and UC Davis — in one W'
end.
Brown had three doubl
doubles in her last five games
averaged 16.5 points a game over
last 10 games of the season a
Cronin and reserve center Chei
Carter were sidelined with injuries
As a junior. Brown averaget
10.8 points and 4.7 rebounds a game
She scored 613 points in her two
year career at CSUSB.
The Long Beach resident transferred to CSUSB from Cypress Col
lege.

Intramural: TKE and Old School rejoice
recreational basketball titles.
By John D. Halcon

Sports Editor
Precise shooting along with a sturdy
defense were key factors during the inter
mediate men's intramural, basketball cham
pionship contest on Friday, March 8.
Team TKE took the honors of beating
team TAE by the final score of 39-30 for
the overall bragging rights of the recre
ational basketball title.
The TKEs came out to a strong first
half start leading at the end of halftime 2213, before holding off a fally-driven TAE
for the win.
The TKEs finished the regular season
with a 9-0 mark while TAE tallied an 8-1
record.
In the men's advance league it was all
about dominance and offense as team Old
School handed No Joke a 77-55 lashing.
No Joke trailed Old School 60-47 with
eight minutes and 19 seconds in the second

half, but poor outside shooting a 6-0 run,
eventually, iced the contest for Old School.
In addition, the Recreation Department
posted its spring quarter sports with flag
football, volleyball and softball heading the
list.
For more information about the sports
or interested in signing up a team for the
spring sports, please contact Raul Gonzalez,
the recreation department's assistant coor
dinator, at 88(^7293.

Catch the Duck at the Pon6
By John D. Halcon

Sports Editor
The time is nearing, and Cal State San
Bernardino students will be invited.
As a part of hockey night for the Ana
heim Might Ducks, dicounted tickets for Cal
State San Bernardino students will be of
fered to the April 3rd matchup against a firstplace Detroit Red Wings.
Mighty Duck Olympians Paul Kariya
and Cleg Tverdovsky will on hand to face
the stars of the Red Wings.
Steve Yzermank, Sergei Federov and
Nicklas Lidstrom will be the players to
watch on the ice for Detroit, who will be
vying for another run at the Stanley Cup title.

For ticket information, contact 1-877WILDWINGor the Ducks' account execu
tive, Tom Ledbetter, at (714) 940-2946.
Detroit holds a firm grip in the top of
the central division of the Western Confer
ence, while the Mighty Ducks are suffering
at the dwellar sitting in last place of the Pa
cific Division.
Brendan Shanahan is in the league's top
five scoring alongside Carolina's Ron
Francis and Philadelphia's Jeremy Roenick.
Paul Kariya continues to lead his
Mighty Ducks in three different categories
including points scored, goals and shot on
goals.
The contest will be played the Mighty
Ducks Anaheim Pond Arena with ^ame time
starting at 7:30 p.m.
1

Go 'Yotes
NCAA
Division
II Regional Playoffs

Come out to Support CSUSB's
top-ranked basketball team.
Help pack the arena and set
a new game attendance record. Arrive early
and tailgate with your friends and family in
the Jack Brown parking lot Wear your Coyote
Pack shirt and get a CSUSB pennant.

Formore details or to join ^
Coyote Pack
contact the Alumni Office
at
(909) 880-500^.

CSUSB
IE
RLUMNI
A S S O C I A T I O N

U •S• B

University
policy applies
at all campus
events

iLa
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Special Regional Coverage
Montana St.-Billings
(Yellowjackets)

C.S.Bakersfield
(Roadrunners)

Humboldt State
(Lumberjacks)

The Roadrunners

C.S. San Berdoo
(Coyotes)

BYU-Hawaii
(Seasiders)

eOLormrjiTm

Tiiii

FALCONS

NCAA Division II
Men's West Regional Bracket

All Tournament Team
*Lawrence Charles —
Cal State Bakersfielcl, five
votes.

March 7-9 at Cal State San Bernardino College (Coussoulis Arena)
#1 C.S. San Bernardino (26-1) 66
C.S. San Bernardino (27-1) 80

#4 C.S. Bakersfield (23-4) 84

Fri., March 8 (Semis)

Thurs.,March 7 (Quarters)
C.S. Bakersfield (24-4) 62
#5 Montana St. Billings (21-6) 81

Thurs., March 7 (Quarters)

#6 BYU-Hawaii (19-9) 57

SAN BERNARDINO (28-1)

Sat., March 9 (Final)

#3 Seattle Pacific (23-4) 82

West Regional Champion

Seattle Pacific (24-4) 82

Fri., March 8 (Semis) Humboldt State (25-3) 65

#2 Humboldt State (24-3) 89

Regional Roundup

*Bobby Burrles — Cal
State San Bernardino, five
votes.
*Fred Hooks — Humboldt
State, five votes.
*Austin Nichols —
Humboldt State, six votes.
*Glenn Summerall — Cal
State San Bernardino,
eight votes.
Outstanding Player
*Glenn Summerall —
Collected 37 points, 17
rebounds, 3 steals and a
block in two regional
games.
Commited only 3 turn
overs in 71 minutes.
The senior was over
whelmingly selected the
tourney's outstanding
player.

UNIVERSIDAD AI]T6NOMA DE GUADALAJARA

^ }ii JR IN

By John D. Halcon

Seattle Pacific Univ.
(Falcons)

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Sports Editor

Thusdav. March 7
No.3 Seattle Pacific 82,
No.6 BYU-Hawaii 57
The Falcons opened its regional
iournament with a strong first half
start, outscoring BYU-Hawaii 4124 before finishing off the BYUiHawaii Seasiders.
Seattle's Nick Johnson scored
la game-high 27 points while Yusef
]^ziz{14) and Eric Sandrin (15) also
|lcored in double-figures.
Alexus Foyle led the Seasiders
Ivith 19 points, and Scott Salisbury
|idded 12 in the losing effort.
No.4 C.S. Bakersfield 84,
No.5 Montana St.-Billings 81
The Roadrunners trailed 46-42
|it the end of the first half, however,
!1 free throw attempts in the sec
ond half enabled Bakersfield to
|:linch the victory.
Ramel Curry and Dock Ellis
)ach garnered 19 points apiece for
lakersfield Roadrunners, and
.awrence Charles added 15.
The Yellow Jackets were led by
Irian Cook's 20 points and Danny
j'hliiips" 16.
Friday. March 8
No.2 Humboldt St. 89,
No.3 Seattle Pacifc 82
Forward Fred Hooks scored a
ime-high 33 pi^ints as the Lumberticks eliminated Seattle Pacific.
Hooks shot i5-of-25 from the
leld, and grabbed 13 rebounds inlluding seven on the offensiveside.

THE INTERNATIOIIAL CHOICE
Humanitarian education focused on biocthics
Professors arc practicing M.D.s
Intensive course of correlation, integration, and review for
USMLEStcpl
Direct clinical experience with patients beginning in the
first semester (PMC)
Photo Courtesy of NCAA
Do you have your ticket for the elite
eight in Indiana?

Eric Sandrin tallied 23 points
while Brannon Stone added 18 for
Seattle.
Humboldt held a 41-32 lead at
the end of the first half, but were
outscored 50-48 in the second half.
No.l C.S. San Berdoo 66,
No.4 C.S. Bakersfield 62
A closely contested matchup
between the two CCAA rivals re
sulted in favor of the host Cal State
San Bernardino.
After rallying from a 35-30 halftime deficit, the Coyotes' Bobby
Burries sank a pair of free throws in
the last second of the contest to ice
the victory.
Burries finished with nine
points and Glenn Summerall led the
Coyotes with 13.
Center Brady Bennett also
added 11 points as James Taylor
chipped in nine.

Visiting Professors* Program with UAG graduates and other
U.S. doctors
Bilingual education during the first two years
Over 9,000 alumni board certified in all specialties in the USA
Rolling Admissions policy
Two entering classes per year. January and August
Financial Aid and Altemative Loans available
New York State Education Department approval

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT ONE OF OUR OFFICES:

a

=3
800-531-5494

866-434-7392

infosat^ag.edu

uagny^uag.edu

Phone(210) 366-1611

Phone (518) 434-7392

Fax (210) 377-2975

Fax (518) 434-7393

San Antonio, TX

Albany, NY^
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Coyotes on top of the Western Region
By Kermit R. Boyd

Assistant Sports Editor
Experience, athleticism, and
home court was the formula for vic
tory in Saturday's shellacking
against Humble State University.
The NCAA Division II West
Regional Tournament lived up to its
billing as the No. I and two seeds
squared off to see who would go to
the Elite Eight in Evansville, Indi
ana.
Over 3,000 fans gathered to
watch the powerhouses wage battle
in Coussoulis arena. Fans were prob
ably expecting a game similar to the
previous night, when Gal State
Bakersfield nearly beat CSUSB but
lost by four. However, Cal State San
Bernardino entered Saturday's game
unscathed from Friday's and
clubbed Humble State 80-65.
From the tip, the Coyotes
looked poised and focused to ex
ecute the offensive and defensive
plays. Coyotes senior swig-man
Glenn Summerall asserted himself
early in the game by netting 16
'fxMnts aiHi
Miven rebound.s in flic firsf half of reguiation.
Summerall ended with game highs
of 24 points and 10 boards. "I love
big games but as a team we played
well and knew what this game
meant, and the team played like we
meant business," said Summerall.
Summerall was exactly right,
the 'Votes had nine players score and
two of the nine players score in
double figures. James Taylor and
Enver Soobzokov both finished with
eleven points and Bobby Burries
added nine points to go along with
his 10 assist.
CSUSB shot 42 percent from
the field and 50 percent from the arc,
while shooting an impressive. 80 per
cent from the strike.
The Coyotes had every piece of
their machine oiled and operating
smoothly. Especially the most im
portant fecet of their game, the de
fensive aspect, which held the Lum
berjacks to a season low 65 points.
Perhaps the most daunting task

of the game was how to slop HSU
leading scoring Austin Nichols and
low post threat Fred Hooks. Accord
ing to CSUSB Head coach Larry
Reynolds the game plan was to
double team Hooks every time he
received the ball in the post and cut
ofTNichols whenever he drove to the
hole.
Coach Reynolds defensive
game plan worked, holding Nichols
to 14 points in twenty-five minutes
and allowing Hooks to net a HSU
team-high 20 points in 32 minutes
of work. Coyotes defensive ball
pressure created nine turnovers for
the Lumberjacks, which was very
uncharacteristic according to HSU

Head Coach Tom Wood.
HSU shot a horrendous 37 per
cent from the field and a dreadful
27 percent from the tri-fecta, thanks
to a tenacious Coyote defense that
allows only 58.2 points a game, the
'Votes were able to put a dent in the
Lumberjacks 90.1 points scored a
game.
The Coyotes bequeathed the
Lumberjacks with their worst lost of
the season but left the young yet ex
perienced team with knowledge and
basketball foresight to take on their
disheartening flight home. "CSUSB
is the best team we have played all
year, they taught me a lot, and this
was the hardest team I've played

since I have been in college," said
Hooks.
Hooks still managed to snatch
down eight rebounds and convert all
three of his offensive rebound. HSU
offensive rebounding kept them
from plummeting into defeat, they
were able to grab 17 offensive
boards and put back more than half.
Eventually, the Lumberjacks ran out
of gas and were not able to withstand
the various post schemes and play
ers Reynolds threw at them.
However, the Lumberjacks
could not withstand the inevitable
and lost to a talented, athletic, expe
rienced, and focused CSUSB team.
"This team has the capability to ex

ceed and accomplish more than
1998-1999 teams," believes CoK
Reynolds.
Perhaps Humble State was
tigued from playing three gamesi
a row, or maybe it was there ine;^
rience, no, they made it to thefl
Regional with a younger squadli
year, then, what was it?
Oh yeah, Cal State, the host
the West Regional Tournament. I
No. 3 team in the nation, CCA
champions with a almost perft
record, 28-1.
By defeating HSU, SanBei
dino will now move on to theli^i
Eight to face the winner from
North-Central Regional

Coyotes soar above opponents with veteran leadership
By Danny B. Homaidan

Sports Writer
Cal State San Bernardino has
been on a mission this season under
the brilliant command of orders
from CCAA (California Collegiate
Athletic Association) Coach Larry
Reynolds.
The Coyotes mission, is to hunt
down and devour any prey that
stands on the road of winning the il
lustrious NCAA (National Colle
giate Athletic Association) Division
II Championship.
Vet, the Coyotes have accepted
the daunting challenge soaring
above every peak and valley that
poses a threat to their ultimate sur
vival.

Additionally, Saturday's West
Regional Championship game was
no different, as the 'Votes once again
bound together to conquer a power
ful and ready adversary.
The opponent Saturday was the
upset minded No.2 ranked
Humboldt State University
However, an upset loss to
Humboldt State never crossed the
minds of the Coyotes, who displayed
their trademark veteran leadership
and "never say die" attitude.
Coyote veteran leadership was
exemplified by the senior poise of
West Regional MVP Glenn
Summerall.
In the end, the 'Votes hoisted
the West Regional Championship
above their heads, after spanking
Humboldt State by an 80-65 margin.

'Most of us knew what this
game meant since we were here last
year" said Summerall. "It feels great,
we played tremendous and gave it
our all, played our hearts out".
Summerall's remarks epitomize
the winning formula that has cata
pulted the team over every obstacle
this season and will surely guide
them in the NCAAElite Eight Tour
nament.
Veteran leadership and the will
ingness to fight to the end has been
the key to the Coyotes remarkable
run of (28-1) overall and (21-1) in
CCAA (California Collegiate Ath
letic Association) play.
Coach Reynolds is blessed to be
coaching a team made up of nine
seniors and three juniors that night
in and night out leave everything

they have on the floor.
Furthermore, with a flexible
ten-man rotation and the strategy of
short, intense playing spurts the
Coyotes always give 110-percent
effort.
Senior Forward Tellys Knight
spearheads the tenacious attack with
his strong physical effort on the
glass and relentless defensive en
ergy.
On numerous occasions this
season, they have implemented this
strategy finding themselves pinned
in the corner trailing opponents at
halftime or late in the game.
For the reason that, most of the
Coyote opponents put forth their
best and toughest effort as they at
tempt to dethrone the highly re
garded warriors from San Bernar

dino.
In spite of these overwhelmi
odds, the 'Votes always manage
scrape and claw back to break doi
not only the mind, but also the^
of rivals as well.
While facing the Cal SlateIj
Angeles Golden Eagles on Feh
ary 8"", the Coyotes were trailing
ten points with the game clock
ing only seven minutes.
But, the 'Votes defeated
Golden Eagles with the rel
defensive pressure applied by
stars James Taylor, G
Summerall, and Mike Edwar
The nonstop defensive in
wore down the Golden Eagles
committed six fourth quarter
overs and missed their final
shots.

